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JOHN DOUGLASS
PRESI DENT, LA MANGA CLUB
GENERAL COMMUNITY
A

Many are attracted by La Manga Club?s superb sports facilities,
with golf being the signature sport. The resort boasts three
first-class 18 hole golf courses, as well as an 18 hole par 3 course.
Add to this one of the best practice centres in Europe, plus the
new Golf Academy training centre, and it is clear to see why La
Manga Club continues to win numerous golf awards.

.

La Cala magazine is a celebrat ion of all t hat is good about La
Manga Club. It focuses on t he lifest yle and invest ment
opport unit ies afforded by t he Club?s unique mix of resident ial
and rent al propert ies, hot el, t imeshare, sport , leisure and
commercial facilit ies. W het her one is an invest or, propert y
buyer, t imeshare owner, holiday maker, rent er, or hot el guest ,
t he resort t ruly has somet hing for everyone.

Tennis is also very popular and the quality of the facilities at La
Manga Club's 28-court Tennis Centre makes it one of finest
outdoor facilities in Spain. As a consequence, it has played host to
many prestigious events, such as Davis Cup matches, the Fed Cup
and ATP tournaments. Today it is an official partner of Tennis
Europe (the European Tennis Federation) and an LTA overseas
training base. At the grass roots level, a Tennis Academy offers
tailored tennis coaching for players of all ages and standards.

M

The General Community of
La Manga Club, of which I
have the honour of being
President, is responsible for
the well-being of property
owners at the resort. It also
provides a wide range of
security, medical and other
services, which help make
their lives easier, safer and
healthier. Operating from
our Las Sabinas offices in
the heart of the resort,
together
with
my
colleagues, vice-presidents
Tony Coles, Jane Harris, Ian
Hunt
and
secretary
Bridgette Field, we liaise
with
local
businesses,
agencies, government, the
John Douglass, President
police and the like; to
ensure that the interests of
La Manga Club Owners are
championed both on the resort and in the surrounding region.
It is important to note that La Manga Club is one of the most
secure urbanisations in all of Spain. Our security guards, dog
handlers and CCTV network provide 24/7 resort wide coverage
to help keep owners and their properties safe. This peace of mind
is an important factor in people choosing to buy, holiday and live
at the resort.
The choice of properties available to buyers spans traditional to
ultra-modern, stylish apartments to impressive luxury villas. In
short, it is a vibrant property market with something for all tastes
and budgets. Many people initially buy modest holiday homes, or
invest in rental properties. However, as La Manga Club and its
year round sunshine work their magic, they often upgrade, or
choose to live at, or retire to, the resort.
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The Club?s eight natural grass, FIFA approved football pitches,
make the Football Centre a prime training and competition venue
for top international clubs and national squads, plus the resort?s
own junior football academy, which is run by qualified FA and
UEFA coaches.
Cricket, cycling, rugby, bowls, walking and triathlons are also on
offer, and play an important part in attracting visitors to the
resort. These and other sports make La Manga Club a paradise for
sports enthusiasts of all ages.
What more could one want? Well, there?s a 5 star hotel with its
own night club, swimming pools, a wellness Spa and fitness
centre. Plus, there are bars and restaurants offering a range
dining options, including Italian, Mediterranean, Indian, Asian
and international cuisine - fast-food to fine dining, gardens to
beach-side, spectacular golf course views to traditional squares.
Then of course there is the Owners Clubhouse, a long established
favourite with property owners at the resort. This exclusive,
Owners-only club offers some of the best food available at La
Manga Club, together with a variety of leisure activities,
excursions and live entertainment options throughout the year.
As you would expect, there are a wide range of commercial
outlets, including banks, car hire, taxis, supermarkets, fashion
stores, pharmacies, sport equipment retailers, real estate agents
and property management companies. There's even a post office
and petrol station. In short, La Manga Club is like a small town and
visitors can buy just about anything they need without even going
off the resort.
However, that would be a mistake because the Murcia region
with its distinctive culture, gastronomy and cities has much to
offer. There are beaches, historic sites, jazz festivals, opera,
flamenco, classical music, restaurants, museums, vineyards and
much more.
It is this vibrant and eclectic mix, which makes La Manga Club a
fantastic investment, holiday and lifestyle choice for all ages and
all nationalities. We look forward to welcoming you to the resort.
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GREGORY PETERS
A MAN WITH A VISION
L

Every now and again an inspired individual creat es somet hing
t hat is t ruly innovat ive and unique, somet hing t hat no one else
had t he vision t o see. Such a man was Gregory Pet ers, and such a
place was La Manga Club in sout hern Spain.
Imagine the scene back in 1970. An American magnate strode
into a remote valley populated by sheep, rabbits and little else,
and announced he was going to build a golf course. The locals in
the nearby village of Atamaria thought he was crazy. However, he
saw potential that no one else did. A beautiful location,
surrounded by towering hills leading down through pretty valleys
to gently undulating fields and an unspoilt salt-water lagoon in

Above: Gregory, Mary and Johnny Peters in the early 1970's. Below: Gregory
Peters, on the La Manga fairways with celebrity friend Sean Connery.
O

the distance - the perfect location for an American-style golf and
leisure resort. However, that was all in the future.

Jose Asenjo, CEO General Director ,La Manga
Club, says, "Gregor y Peters was a true vsionar y and
he will never be forgotten at La Manga Club."
Located on Murcia?s Costa Calida warm coast, in the years after
World War1, Atamaria formed part of the parish of El Rincon de
San Gines in the municipality of Cartagena. The area took off in
1928 when Vickers, a British company, built a huge gun battery
on Las Canizas (Ash Hill) overlooking Portmán bay, to protect the
northern entry to the nearby naval base of Cartagena. Many of
the workers recruited to work on the project, decided to settle in
Atamaria. At the time, the
majority of the village?s residents
were farmers, herdsmen and
workers employed in the mines in
the surrounding hills. Therefore,
it?s easy to imagine the impact
when this population explosion
took place. Indeed, at one point
Atamaria?s population was even
larger than its near neighbour Los
Belones.

Vickers gun bat t ery, Las Canizas (Ash Hill) overlooking Port mán Bay.
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So remote was Atamaria, that
rain was the main source of water
for its agriculture. However, the annual rainfall was low and so
water needed to be used very carefully. Therefore, most farming
activity was of the kind that required minimal irrigation - grass for
the animals, cereal crops, such as wheat, barley and oats, and the
?negre? peas, for which the village was famous. The tenant
farmers also raised livestock - sheep, pigs and other smaller farm
animals, such as chickens, turkeys, and rabbits, which they kept
for themselves. All the work was carried out by hand and it was
not until around 1957/58 that the villagers finally bought a
second-hand German tractor.
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Despite all this activity and the many buildings that had been
constructed in Atamaria to house the influx of new workers, by
the middle of the last century the only one left standing was a
modest farm labourer's house. It was subsequently occupied by
one of the estate administrators and in the mid-1980s was
converted into riding stables. It became known as El Rancho,
which was also the name given to the community that was

5

and manganese were also found throughout the area, and on a
more transitory basis, deposits of tin, copper, barium sulphate
and amethysts.
Towards the end of the sixties considerable interest was aroused
by the frequent visits of Gregory Peters, an American
entrepreneur, to the area. Given its remoteness, one of the most

An art ist 's impression of Hannibal and his fabled elephant s facing t he Roman legions in t he Second Punic War

subsequently built on the surrounding land. The El Rancho
community restored the building in 2009/10 and some 100 years
on it now serves as a communal meeting facility.

unlikely business enterprises, which he and his partners intended
to embark on, was that of real estate. To this end they formed a

There are many historical references to mining around Atamaria,
dating back as far as the ancient Phoenicians, Greeks,
Carthaginians and Romans, who settled in the area thousands of
years ago. The numerous mines are located in the hills that
stretch from the city of Cartagena to the nearby fishing port of
Cabo de Palos and the town of La Union. Indeed, Hannibal and his
elephants were the area?s first tourists, when they were attracted
by the mines´ gold and silver deposits, which they used to fund
their trek over the Alps on their way to attacking Rome.

the commercial development of the area and would manage any
profits, and increases in value, resulting from the reclassification
of the land. At the same
time
a
separate
company, La Manga
Campo de Golf S.A, was
created to develop the
golf courses and several
other related sporting
facilities.

More than 40,000 people in the area were employed during the
mining boom that started in the first half of the 19th century and
which was sparked by the industrial revolution. Thousands of
concessions were granted. The importance of industry was not
only due to the variety of minerals, but also to their quality and
quantity, most notably in the case of lead (argentiferous galena).
Significant quantities of silver, iron ore, calamine, blende (zinc)
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company called Atamaria S.A., which would be responsible for

Hannibal Barca, 247-182 BC,
Punic Carthaginian general,
who mined gold and sliver in
the hils above Portman, Cabo
de Palos and La Union to
finance his march over the Alps
to attack the Romans.
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to 1985, to design an 18 hole par
3 course, which would test the
short-game skills of visiting
golfers - it still does!
The West Course was designed
by Dave Thomas and was
originally limited to nine holes.
Construction started in 1986 and
was completed in just nine
months. At first it was called the
Atamaria course, as it was much
closer than the other two courses
to the site of the original village.
However, the name was soon
changed to the more upmarket La
Princesa. In 1991 work began on
a second nine-hole course,
immediately adjacent to La
Princesa and in 1996, after the
two courses were combined into
a single championship standard
eighteen-hole course, they were
renamed the West course.
Above : La Manga Club, Tennis Centre in the early eighties before the Los Olivos
community was built across the road from the oval show court
h

When renowned golf course architect, Robert Dean Putman, was
appointed to design the La Manga Club?s North and South golf
courses, he was given carte blanche to use the available land as he
saw fit, the only condition being that the resulting courses should
be of international championship standard. Work began on
marking-out the courses in
January 1971 and in February of
the same year the diggers set to
work creating the 14 lakes, 200
bunkers and 36 fairways and
greens that made up the two 18
hole courses. Ten months later
construction work was complete
and impressively, the courses had
Arnold
been built in record time. Not
Palmer
long afterwards golf legends
Arnold Palmer and Gary Player,
among others, were seen striding the fairways and heard
commenting on how wonderful the courses were - praise indeed.
p

Ar nold Palmer recalled, ?I remember playing the
Spanish Open there in 1975 and hit three shots off
the fair way, only winning the final hole by 1 shot.?
There was more, in the early 1980s Peters asked the legendary
Severiano Ballesteros, the Club?s touring professional from 1980
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From the outset Gregory Peters planned to build several
additional sports facilities, including a 5 star tennis centre. Work
on this also started in 1971 and the majority of the courts, a large
swimming pool, a children?s play area and an upmarket clubhouse,
were finished in time for the opening of the resort in April 1972.
In line with Peter?s vision to be the best resort in Europe, top
Spanish player, Manolo Santana, was appointed as the first
director of the Tennis Centre.

?This is a ver y happy moment for me having been
the director of golf at La Manga Club, a ver y
beautiful place, a great resor t with some wonder ful
golf courses." said golfing legend Gar y Player .
At the start of 1985 David Lloyd took over as director of the
centre and the name was changed to the David Lloyd Racquet
Centre. The centre?s administration building was officially opened
in May 1987 and included a
gymnasium,
sauna,
bar
and
restaurant. A bowling green, squash
and paddle tennis courts were added
later. In 1990 the name was changed
again to the Oasis Tennis and Leisure
Centre and it became a member of
the Royal Spanish Tennis Federation.
However, it has since reverted to the
La Manga Club Tennis Centre.
Right: Gary Player
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Even Spain?s heir apparent, Pince Felipe, was a regular visitor to
La Manga Club.
Between 2001 and 2004 P&O, the then resort owners,
refurbished and upgraded the three championship courses. New
irrigation systems were installed and the courses remodelled, so
that whilst still providing a challenge for professional golfers, they
were also better suited to amateur players.

Left to right: Andrew Castle, Fraser Wright, Jeremy Bates and Jorge Rodriguez

Not unsurprisingly La Manga Club attracted top tennis
professionals, with iconic players, such as Jimmy Connors, Peter
Flemming, Arantxa Sánchez Vicario, Jo Durie, Jeremy Bates, and
more recently Andrew Castle, Andy Murray and Jo Konta, all
gracing its courts.
In 1990 an official competition-size football pitch was built to
further increase the range of sporting activities available at the
resort. In 1997. Inmogolf S.A., in conjunction with the Norwegian
Football Association, built eight new football pitches, including a
show pitch with a sizeable grandstand, and formally created a
professional football centre. Top teams, including Real Madrid, FC
Barcelona, Liverpool, and national sides, such as Spain and
England, Becks and all, quickly followed.

Forty-six years on the rest is history and Gregory Peter?s vision
has borne spectacular fruit. Three times the size of Monaco, La
Manga Club is one of the world?s leading sport and leisure resorts.
As such, La Manga Club
continues to attract
famous people, Gordon
Strachan, Jayne Torvill
and Dennis Waterman,
have homes at the resort,
whereas the likes of
Keith Duffy, Angela
Ripon, David Haye and
Elaine
Page
have
Liverpool manager
recently been seen seen
Jurgen Klopp, wit h
enjoying
its
sports
Uschi Glas, La Manga
facilities. Meanwhile, the
Club ambassador
Club?s
celebrity
ambassadors
have
included the likes of Gavin Hastings, Glen Hoddle, Rachel Hayhoe
Flint and Pat Jennings. Currently, Andrew Castle, Mike Gatting,
Joe Durie and German actress Uschi Glas continue to promote
the resort around the world.
But, Gregory Peters dream was not just to attract celebrities,
welcome as they are; it was to create the perfect environment for
sports and leisure enthusiasts of all ages and abilities; which is
why the resort he created is still attracting them from around the
world. Long may it continue to do so.

Above: Boxing champion Henry Cooper, with the
legendary Severiano Ballesteros, La Manga Club?s
touring professional from 1980 to 1985.

And so by the nineties the isolated
village of Atamaria well on its way to
becoming a world-class sport and leisure
resort. No wonder that it attracted the
stars of the day. The likes of Gary Player,
Bjorn Borg, Kenny Dalglish, Nigel
Mansell and David Coulthard bought
homes at the resort; whereas household
names such as Bruce Forsyth, Jasper
Carrott, Stan Boardman, Laura Davies,
Matthew Pinsent, Norman Wisdom,
Steve Redgrave and Henry Cooper,
could often be seen on the resort?s
fairways, and in its bars and restaurants.
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A commemorat ive display at t he 2012, La Manga Club, 40t h Anniversary celebrat ion
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A FI VE STAR ENTRY
STATEMENT FOR A
FI VE STAR RESORT
For many years t he road from Los Belones t o La Manga Club and
it s avenue of fir t rees, has been very special t o La Manga
Owners. Toget her wit h t he ent ry st at ement fount ains and t heir
flags, and iconic La Manga Club logos, it meant people had
arrived back at t heir favourit e holiday dest inat ion. As t his very
emot ive quot e from one long-t erm resident evidences, ?Every
t ime I round t he bend and see t he fount ains, I feel like I have
arrived home.?

Left to right: Manuel Sanchez, Angel Morenilla, Tony Coles, Jose Antonio Fernadez
Llado - General Director of Roads of the Region of Murcia - and Federico Lopez Chief Roads Engineer of the Region of Murcia.

One of t he iconic ent ry
st at ement fount ains, which dat e from t he early1980' s

In the spring of 2016 everything changed.
Francisco Bernabé, the Murcia regional
government minister for Development and Infrastructure,
announced a substantial programme of improvements to the
RM-314 road, which runs from Los Belones, by La Manga Club
and the West course, and which when finished will connect to the
Portmán section, thereby completing the project started some
ten years ago.
o

However, the years and weather had taken their toll, and both
the trees and fountains were beginning to show their age. But
what to do, that was the question which taxed everyone?s
imagination. How to improve something that is so well loved?liled?

There are thousands of vehicles using the road every day, with
traffic peaking in the summer season when La Manga Club is at
its busiest. A good many, probably a majority, carry traffic to and
from La Manga Club, as owners, guests, renters, staff and
business employees go about their lives. So, the upgrade is
welcome and will be embraced by all.

H

An 'old' entry fountain making way for the new Los Belones to Portman road.
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?Ten years on the day has finally come. The contract
with the constructor has been signed by the Murcia
gover nment.? Comments Tony Coles, the General
Community, Vice-President for I nfrastructure.

LA CALA
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The new road will quite literally
transform the approach to La
Manga Club. It also presented an
opportunity for the La Manga
Club Community Presidents to
sanction an entry statement
befitting one of the world?s
leading 5 star resorts. One which
is stylish and contemporary and
which communicates that La
Manga Club is very much open for
business.
Starting at the Los Belones
roundabout, as people drive up
the new, wider road after it is
completed later this year, they
will see the resort in the distance.
However, it?s when people round
the corner after the Coto Ana
junction that they will really see a
difference, as ahead of them on the roundabout between Reserva
del Coto and the four El Coto del Golf communities, (subject to
the Community President's approval at a General Community
Extraordinary General Meeting) will be the impressive new La
Manga Club entry statement.

9

The proposed new ent ry st at ement looking t oward La Manga Club and Port mán

reinvented to create the new scheme. The iconic logo, which the
General Community still uses, features strongly. The whole
installation is framed by an imposing avenue of flags and palm
trees, which if approved and then completed in the autumn, will
form a truly impressive entrance to La Manga Club.
Further down the road, at the main crossroads, it is proposed that
the design of the entry statement will be echoed in a simpler
structure, whose primary function is to help people find their way
to the different parts of the resort i.e. the North course, South
course, West course, the hotel/Tennis Centre, and so on. Again,
subject to the Community Presidents' approval at the EGM, this
will also be completed by the autumn.

Inspired by the emotional attachment of people to the fountain
structures (which incidentally were built back in the early 80s),
the combination of the palm tree logo, water and flags has been

In line with the old estate agent's adage that front doors say
everything about what?s on offer inside, it?s crucial that they look
good. Applying this analogy to the resort, combined with a new
road, the new entry statement will give La Manga Club a ?front
door?and approach to be truly proud of. One which reflects its
status as one to the world?s leading sport and leisure resorts.
Left Top: A night time view of the entry statement. Bottom left: The entry statement
looking toward Los Belones. Above: Way-finding signage at the crossroads.
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COMMUNICATION
CHANNELS THAT
MAKE IT EASI ER TO
CONNECT AND TALK
.

The int ernet , mobile phones and social media are increasingly
part of everyone's daily lives, and seem t o have been around for
ever. Yet , in realit y it was only a few years ago t hat we relied on
t he post , faxes, land line phones and t he like, t o communicat e
wit h each ot her.
.

In the context of La Manga Club, this has radically changed how
the General Community, the elected body that represents the
interests of owners and which also provides important services,
interacts with owners.
Currently, the AGM and website forum apart, there are five
primary communication channels in place > Website, Facebook,
Newsletters, the Owners Directory and La Cala magazine.
The Websit e has the most detailed content, although it also
carries short-term information and news announcements.
Owners must register for site access by pasting this web address
in their browsers > www.lamangaowners.com - then clicking on
the registration links located at the bottom of the Owners log-in
and News pages, and following the instructions.

La Cala magazine is published once a year and provides in-depth
articles on a variety of issues that affect owners, future owners,
and visitors at La Manga Club. Copies may be collected from the
General Community offices and will also be available to read
around the resort.
So, with these five communication channels in place, it has never
been easier to connect and talk with your fellow Owners and
friends, or indeed for the General Community to update Owners
and visitors with what is happening in and around the resort.
Please contact Paqui Jumilla, or Rocio Manzanares at the General
Community office on +34 968 175 774 if you have any queries.

The Facebook page is the exact opposite, in that its primary
purpose is to provide instant access to short, topical news,
announcements and information.
To go to the page, paste this address in browsers >
www.facebook.com/ lmc.generalcommunit y/

Newslet t ers are half-way between the website and Facebook
page. Content is mainly topical news and information, but
presented in more detail alongside photographs. Newsletters are
circulated electronically to Owners three or four times per year.
.

The Owners Direct ory is an inter-active database, which allows
content to be circulated to all registered owners and also for
Owners and interest groups to securely communicate with each
other. To register, Owners should email >
dbadmin@comunidadgenerallmc.com
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A LOVE AFFAI R WITH
LA MANGA CLUB
.

.

?Back in the late 1980s our early days at the El
Rancho community were happy times, especially as
my parents could enjoy the blue skies, comfor t and
war mth of the La Manga Club climate in their later
years." Says long-ter m La Manga Club owner Kevin
McCabe."

Kevin McCabe

"We were accompanied from
time to time by our two young
sons, Scott and Simon, who
were eleven and eight years
of age respectively when they
made their first trips to our
second home. It was a
pleasure
to
see
the
enjoyment we all got from
our first holidays at the
resort. The love affair with
the Club continues to this
day.

L to R: Paul Mitchell, Scott, Sandra and Simon McCabe, Stephen Bettis

following in the old man?s footsteps, regular exercise and
competition, be it tennis, or squash, and in more recent times
paddle tennis, were essential to the enjoyment of our
holidays. Add in the fun of playing pitch and putt (the McCabes
are not great golfers), cricket, football and swimming, and the
resort had everything we were looking for. Importantly, this was
all in a secure environment, which meant we could relax and allow
our children some freedom, knowing they would be safe.
I must not forget to mention the wonderful pools, which not only
saw my children become very competent swimmers, but that
currently are the favourite of our three grandchildren who spend
at least 24 hours in them during a week?s visit to the resort!

The resort has a variety of dining venues with bistros,
restaurants and bars, either on-site, or easily accessible via a
short journey to Los Belones, and other
nearby villages. In no particular order, our
favourite eateries are Via Romana, El Toro, La
The Sout h course looking t oward t he Principe Felipe hot el
Canela, Luigi?s, La Rusticana, Asia and La
Finca. For a change, we also enjoy a casual
night at the members only Owners
Clubhouse, particularly when being able to
eat al fresco during the warm summer
months. All in all there are a range of
different cuisines, backed-up by good,
friendly service. In short, there?s no lack of
places to go to and enjoy a leisurely lunch, or
dinner in the evening.
For a tipple it?s normally The Last Drop,
Mulligans, the Sportsman?s Bar, or Flute, with
the grandkids more often than not insisting
on a somewhat hectic visit to Si Bar. "

Why did I decide to set up a home at La Manga Club? That?s an
easy question to answer. Having spent many good times in the
70s and the 80s holidaying in Spain, be it on the mainland, or
Majorca, or Ibiza, settling on La Manga Club was an easy decision.
It centred on a desire to own a home in a location which had
on-tap sporting and leisure facilities.
For a keen sportsman like myself, with a growing family who were
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"Referring to the large selection
of bars and restaurants, it takes
me back to the early days when
there were only a few family
restaurants
around.
Our
favourite watering hole was
quite literally that, namely ?Al?s
Watering Hole?, which in those
days was located on what has
become
the
main
dual
carriageway close to the Cepsa
filling stations. Subsequently it
moved to Los Belones and was
rechristened
?The
Village?.
However, sadly, it changed
hands back in the late 1990s
and fell off the radar.
The resort?s luxury hotel, the
Príncipe Felipe, is always a place
we visit, often the Poolside Bar,
or to enjoy the excellent cuisine and ambience of the Amapola
restaurant, or a nightcap at the Piano Bar. The friendly staff, at
the hotel, the top-class Spa and the Tennis Centre, are always on
hand to help in arranging facilities, tables, treatments and events
for young and old alike.
I have had the pleasure of bringing our football club, Sheffield
United FC, to La Manga Club on two separate occasions. The

Kevin McCabe and his beloved 'Blades',
ot herwise known as Sheffield Unit ed FC

be it in the north, or south of England. Many times Sandra, my
wife, and I have decided at the last minute to jump on a plane
taking us to San Javier, or Alicante airport, in just two to three
hours, so that we can enjoy a few days of peace, quiet and
sunshine. Within hours of arriving we quickly de-stress, relax and
enjoy the ambience and facilities that La Manga has always
provided over the years. For the last ten we have generally
celebrated the New Year, either dining and drinking at La Finca,
or the Owners Clubhouse, meeting with friends and
re-charging our batteries in readiness for the
challenges of the new year.
On the business front, La Manga Club is ideal for
me, and the McCabe clan, as it allows a mixture of
?work and play?.In the mornings I am are able to deal
with important corporate and commercial matters,
helped by the efficient back-up provided via
longstanding friends and colleagues at Resort Sales
and Management. In the afternoons and evenings
we can all enjoy family time. All in all, the perfect
balance.

most important was the summer of 2016 which proved to be a
precursor to a very successful season which saw the ?Blades?
become champions of England?s League 1, with a record 100
points and the highest number of goals scored in any of the
English leagues. I believe that we are now on an upward curve and
further visits to the resort may bring even more success for our
wonderful Sheffield community and its family club. We may see
the ?Blades?back in the Premier League sometime soon, fingers
crossed!
Another important benefit of having a second home at La Manga
Club, where four generations of McCabe?s have enjoyed happy
holidays, is the ease of travel from a variety of airports in the UK,
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So, without fear of contradiction, I can say on behalf
of the whole family that it is always a treat to visit and spend time
at La Manga Club. I?m also absolutely positive that in future years
our three grandchildren, Charlie, Sophia and Chloe, will gain ever
more pleasure from the resort and who knows, a fifth generation
of McCabe?s may arrive during the 2020s/2030s to continue the
pattern!
In finishing this article, I would simply say that the family will
return this summer to enjoy playing sport, keeping fit and
watching football, and cricket at the Academy, plus sharing a beer
or two with the many friends we have made at the resort over the
years.?
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LA MANGA CLUB'S SIGNATURE SPORT
Back in t he early sevent ies t he original name of t he resort was
La Manga Campo de Golf, which says everyt hing, as wit hout golf
La Manga Club would simply not exist in it s current form. The
sport was, is and will always remain t he ?beat ing heart ' of t he
resort . Golf defines t he personalit y, reput at ion and image of La
Manga Club t o t he out side world and as such very much
cont inues t o be it s ?signat ure sport ?.
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As many will have seen,
we have already started
making improvements to
the landscaping around
the main practice putting
green and also the first
and tenth holes of the
North course, as well as
the third, seventh, and
tenth of the South
course.
During
the
second half of the year,
we will continue with
Eduardo Ruiz, Director of Golf, La Manga Club

holes four and thirteen of
the South course and the
second and fourth on the
North course. Our aim is
to have the all works
completed in time for next
summer.

The view across t he Sout h course t oward Lion mount ain

There are three championship standard 18 holes courses to
choose from. The South course, which challenged the likes of
Gary Player and Arnold Palmer when it was first opened; the
North course, which though shorter than the South course, is no
less challenging; and the West course, the enfant terrible of our
three courses, whose complexities and dangers have elevated it
above the South and North courses in the ranking tables

Over the past couple of
months many players have
asked about the radical
improvements in
the
condition of the courses.
These have been made
possible because of the
new machinery we bought
over the past year and
which
we
will
be
continuing to invest in.
Most recently, we have
received three new Toro
Green mowers for the North and South courses. Moreover, soon
we will take delivery of new, larger, hybrid mowers, which will
enable our green-keeping team to produce fairways that are of
the cut and quality our customers demand.

Of course, to maintain high standards an on-going programme of
investment and improvements is needed. Therefore, including the
major upgrades of the early 2000s, millions of euros have been
spent on a rolling programme of work since the start of the
millennium.

Says, Eduardo Ruiz, La Manga Club?s Director of Golf,
?It gives me great pleasure to share with you the
improvements we have committed to in respect of all
three courses over the for thcoming months."
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In keeping with our previous
commitment, we are preparing to
renovate the West course and the
work should be completed toward
the end of the year. I am convinced
that the totality of these
improvements will be welcomed
by our members, owners and
other customers alike, as well as
our clients from the hotel and Las
Lomas Village.
Last December and March, the
resort experienced strong winds
and heavy storms, which resulted
in the loss of some 300 trees,
mainly pines and palms. However,
I am pleased to announce that the
planting of new trees around the
15th hole on the North course and
seventh on the South course, will
start in October. The first
shipment of replacement trees,
120 pines, which were sown and
grown in the north of Spain, will be
arriving soon. Our ultimate aim is to create a natural screening
alongside the main road into the resort.

styles of European golf: the Swedish, English and Spanish ? and
teaching methods are centred on individual and group training,
with classes adapted to each person?s individual experience.
Hopefully, many people will already have enjoyed the
improvements made to the decor of the 37 Spike & Sports Bar,
where we honoured the key roles of Gary Player, Arnold Palmer
and Severiano Ballesteros in La Manga Club?s glamorous and ever
evolving history.
As well as enjoying rare photographs of the trio in action, you can
also view priceless pieces of memorabilia. This includes one of
Spanish icon Ballesteros?s golf bags, with its La Manga Club logo,
which he used when he was at the pinnacle of his career and won
four of his five Major titles.

Left to right: Anders Thelberg, Thomas Johansson - Head Professional
and Anthony McCarthy
.

Many of you will already have taken advantage of the rebranded
Golf Training Centre, which is managed by Thomas Johansson, a
highly rated instructor and coach. Thomas has a wealth of
experience, having taught golfers of all abilities across Europe
during the last 20 years. These include a number of leading
players on the Men´s and Ladies´ European Tours, while he
remains coach to Paul Appleyard, the four-time blind world golf
champion.

In addition, the redesigned bar features inviting new décor,
enhanced seating and an improved menu, all of which can be
Kevin McCabe and his beloved Sheffiled Unit ed
enjoyed while admiring spectacular sweeping views of the
resort?s North course and Hotel Principe Felipe.

Thomas, who also coaches the Gibraltar Special Olympics golf
team, uses his exclusive NXT LVL training concept which features
determined exercises and a focus on progressive results.
This innovative system combines three of the most important
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37 Spike & Sports Bar: Gary Player, Arnold Palmer & Severiano Ballesteros.
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GOLF - LA MANGA CLUB'S
SIGNATURE SPORT
All of these changes and improvements contributed to La Manga
Club being voted the best golf resort in Spain earlier this year by
Today?s Golfer readers, for the sixth year in succession. This
represents an amazing record of having won the coveted title
every year since it was introduced ? while last autumn we were
selected as one of Europe?s top golf resorts in Golf World
magazine?s inaugural list of the ?Top 100 Resorts in Europe?.
Through this summer we will be hosting a series of large events
and it is important to note that the participation of our members
and owners generally will be crucial to the continuity of such
events in the future.

Later in the year, from the 23rd to the 26th November, we will be
hosting the World Golf Awards, which is the most prestigious
awards programme in the golf tourism industry. Attendees from
across the globe will be
welcomed to the resort for
three action-packed days of
networking events, dinners
and exclusive golf experience
activities.
The highlight of the event will
be the red-carpet World Golf
Awards Gala Ceremony on
Saturday, 25th November,
when golf tourism figureheads
and market leaders from North
America, Europe, Asia, Middle
East,
Africa,
Australasia,
Central and South America,
will gather together at the
Hotel Principe Felipe to hear
the 2017 winners announced.

The World Amateur Championship, the Porsche Invitational, the
Infinity, the Seve Ballesteros Foundation Challenge and our
charity event raising money for the ALDA Foundation, are among
some of the most notable events taking place. We look forward to
the participation of those members who are staying at La Manga
Club during the summer months.

In summary, a great deal of
progress has been made, plus
there are many fantastic
events and golf tournaments to
look forward to over the coming months, as befits the signature
sport at one of the world?s leading sport and leisure resorts.

Next month we are proud to be hosting the 2017 European
Under 18 Boys Golf Team Championship in which players will be
competing for the coveted Jean-Louis Dupont Trophy. This will
afford owners and visitors the opportunity to see the next
generation of the game?s stars in action on the La Manga Club
fairways. Three-time major winner, Padraig Harrington, is among
the many big names who have played in this event in their
younger days.
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LA MANGA CLUB'S
FAMOUS GOLF COURSES
As would be expect ed of a t op int ernat ional golf resort , La
Manga Club?s t hree championship golf courses offer members,
owners and visit ors great golf in beaut iful surroundings.
Bet ween 1998 and 2002, overseen by t he P&O on-resort
mangment t eam, all t hree were ext ensively redesigned,
refurbished and re-equipped in a programme of work t hat cost
many millions of euros. The result ? Each course has very
different charact erist ics, which means players face different
challenges and enjoy a variet y of golfing experiences.

"From the back tees the South course is almost 6,500

The Sout h course, originally designed by Robert Dean Putman
metres long, sufficient even today for top professionals. It
and later re-modeled by Arnold Palmer, has been the venue for
has water hazards on 15 holes, wide fair ways and a good
many major professional tournaments, including several Spanish
combination of shor t and long holes." says Mike Ashton.
Opens. It has also been used as a tour school venue on many
occasions by the European Tour and
the Ladies European Tour. In
addition the resort has hosted
Spanish Amateur Championships
and in July this year will welcome
SOUTH COURSE
the
European
Boys
Team
Championships. This is a team event
for the top boys under 18 on the 1st
January, 2017. Many, if not all of
these young men, hold plus
handicaps and will go on to play at
the very top level.
From the back tees the South
course is almost 6,500 metres long,
sufficient even today for top
professionals. It has water hazards
on 15 holes, wide fairways and a
good combination of short and long
holes.
The front nine is particularly
challenging with two par 3s in
excess of 200 metres and some
daunting par 4s, which call for
accurate driving between lakes and
bunkers. The back nine, although
shorter, has a number of intriguing
dog-leg holes.
When set up as a ?resort' course the
South course is considered by many
to be too easy for today?s
professionals. However if the rough
is allowed to grow in and the
fairways narrowed it would be a
very different proposition.
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The Nort h course (also designed by Robert Putman) features
lakes and natural storm gullies known as 'barrancos'. These are
key features of the course, which is shorter than the South, but
with tighter fairways and larger very undulating greens, no less
difficult.
The West course was designed by Dave Thomas. It has frequent
changes in elevation and provides a very different set of
challenges to the other courses. The front nine demand accurate
driving to avoid the 'barrancos', while the back nine, up amongst
the hills, is more open but nonetheless difficult. The most
spectacular views on the resort are found on the West course,
particularly from the men?s tee on the 18th hole.

WEST COURSE

Many consider that the key to a good score on all three courses
lies in playing the par 3s well. There are many holes where
disaster can occur even on the shortest of holes such as the 12th
on the South, 2nd and 4th on the North and 2nd,
13th and 16th on the West.

NORTH COURSE

Kevin McCabe and his beloved Sheffiled Unit e

In terms of recognised rankings the West is currently placed
above its Championship neighbour, the South, a tribute to the
particular challenges of this course and also the beautiful scenery.
Part of the ranking process includes the condition of courses and
it is expected that the great improvement made in the
presentation of all three courses and their surroundings during
2016 will improve the ratings of all three courses.
.

"There can be few locations in Europe that provide
better facilities than La Manga Club for golfers of
all standards. That?s what set it apar t in the 1970?s
and it remains the case today." comments Mike
Ashton.
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Everyone at La Manga Club, t he owners of t he golf courses, t he
green-keepers, t he administ rat ive st aff and t he players, is
passionat e about t he resort , it s golfing t radit ions and it s superb
golf facilit ies. They all want one t hing in t he fut ure, t o make it an
even bet t er place at which t o play t his great sport .
In pursuit of this aim, Eduardo Ruiz, the resort's Director of Golf,
recently created a Members Golf Club and appointed a
committee to run its day to day affairs. Property owners qualify
as Golf Club Members if they have sports rights attached to their

The Sout h course looking t oward t he Mar Menor

properties, or are annual or founder members. The formation of
the Members Club, and the plans to further improve the golf
courses, illustrates La Manga Club?s commitment to their golf
courses being listed in the top 100 courses in the world,

The Members Club database is growing fast and already has over
400 individuals of all nationalities signed-up. If any qualifying
owner hasn?t already opted to receive news and information, then
they should email > 1membersclub@lamangaclub.com
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A sunlit 11t h green on t he Sout h course

Currently, there is a monthly competition for members, generally
held on the last Sunday of the month, and also three weekly
competitions, which are open to all golfers. Monday is the 4 ball
better
ball
competition,
Wednesday is the qualifying
individual stableford, with a
medal held on the 4th
Wednesday of each month,
and Friday is also a qualifying
individual stableford. Details
can be found on the La Manga
Club Owners website under
weekly competitions, and
entry
is
through
Golf
Administration. General golfing information can be found on the
notice boards at the La Manga Club Owners Clubhouse, Golf
Administration, or the La Manga Club Owners website >
www.lamangaclubowners.com/default .aspx#

LA CALA
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If golfers want to improve their game, then the practice facilities
at the Golf Training Centre in La Manga Club are excellent. People
may take a lesson with one of the professionals, either privately
or in a group. There are already several regular ladies' group
lessons that take place most weeks. The head coach is Thomas
Johansson and he and his team would be happy to help you
improve! For further information, please check the website (listed
above) or contact Golf Administration.
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The 2018 annual Summer Tournament will take place on the
weekend of the 26th and 27th May. This competition is normally
held on the South and North courses with a summer dinner held
at the hotel on the Sunday evening.

Above: The practice range at the golf centre.
.

The Owners Championships, the golfing highlight of the year for
many, take place every November. It is held over five days and is
played on all three of the resort?s championship courses, It is
followed by a dinner and prize presentation, which take place at
the end of the week in the ballroom of the Hotel Principe Felipe.

The Porsche charit y golf t ournament

.The Residents Golf Association hold their Captain?
s and
President?s days every year, normally in autumn and spring
respectively. These popular events are nearly always
oversubscribed and include a splendid Gala dinner and
presentation at the Principe Filipe hotel.

La Manga Club is a resort, and with that comes
the opportunity to participate in several open
or invitational tournaments, which take place
throughout the year. The calendar is published
on the website (see the link above). Entry for
these competitions is always through Golf
Administration.
This year Porsche sponsored a golf event in La
Manga Club. They invited 80 of the LMC Golf
Club members to play and enjoy their
hospitality for the day. The competition was
a qualifying Individual stableford, followed by
tapas, refreshments and a prize presentation.
It is hoped that in future year similar events
sponsored by local and international
companies, will be held at the resort.
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Several charity golf days are also organised by La Manga Club
owners. In the past S?port Pink golf days have been held to raise
funds and awareness for the Breast Cancer Now research charity.

Above: Help for Heroes Bernie Broad (former army Major and next Captain of the
Invictus Games) teeing off at the 10th hole, La Manga Club, South course

The 5 Kilos golf competition is played every year and the
participants bring along 5 kilos in weight of foods, such as rice,
flour, beans, tins of tuna etc, for El Buen Samaritano, a local
charity helping the homeless in nearby Cartagena.

Playing a wedge shot in t o t he 18t h green.

In recent years golf events have also been held to help raise funds
for Prostate Cancer and the British Heart Foundation charities.
La Manga Club also host events organised by Marina Dalglish for
her breast cancer charity, the Marina Dalglish Appeal, which
helps improve support for breast cancer patients in the
Merseyside area of the UK. Also, the Rugby Golf Classic is held at
the resort every year, raising a considerable amount for Help for
Heroes and Wasps Legends Charitable Foundation, charities that
respectively support injured servicemen and rugby players,
Junior events are held in La Manga Club and during the holidays
the Golf Training Centre focuses its attention on Junior
Academies. The LMC Members Golf Club holds monthly
competitions, on the last Sunday of the month, in which Juniors
are welcome to play.
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La Manga Club has golf for everyone, whether they are a
beginner, single figure handicap golfer, junior starting in the
sport, or a player of more senior years (many golfers over 80
regularly walk the resort?s courses). Moreover, if anyone wants to
play golf and doesn?t know how to get started, simply contact the
Members Golf committee on > 1membersgolf@lamangaclub.com
and we will do all we can to help.

.

Kevin McCabe and his beloved Sheffiled Unit e
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LA MANGA CLUB THE
SUNSHI NE HOME OF
FOOTBALL
La Manga Club has a long t radit ion of host ing t op-class foot ball
t eams from around t he world and cont inues t o do so. More t han
one hundred t eams have used t he resort ?s facilit ies over t he last
t welve mont hs wit h some of t he biggest sides in t he foot ball
world choosing La Manga Club as t heir preferred wint er t raining
base.
.

Chad Harpur
La Manga Club

Foot ball Cent re ent rance

Sport ing Direct or

Dynamo Zagreb, Olympique de Marseille, PSV Eindhoven, AFC
Ajax, Maccabi Tel Aviv, Dynamo Moscow, CSKA Moscow and
Galatasaray .

These include Spain and England national squads, national
women's and U19 and U21 teams and a huge number of clubs
from different countries, including: Real Madrid, FC Barcelona,
Real Sociedad, Deportivo de La Coruña, Liverpool FC, Chelsea FC,
Newcastle United FC, Bayern Munich, Borussia Dortmund,

The st and overlooking
t he Foot ball Cent re show pit ch

Liverpool was the biggest name to visit
this year, and it was good to see the
whole resort get excited about football
again. A repetition of the buzz that their
visit
created
is something
to
look-forward-in-the-coming-years.
More great news, the Norwegian
Football Federation has decided to
extend its contract with the resort for a
further five years, which is fundamental
to the future of football at La Manga
Club and provides a great foundation to
build on. Talks with other federations
about them coming to the resort are
on-going. The feedback is positive and is
hoped to announce positive news in the
coming months.
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other partner company was Spiideom who installed their cameras
on the main pitch,-so-that-teams-could-get-real-time-data.

Above: Chad Harpur, with manager Claudio Ranieri at La Manga Club
o

This year saw teams from more than twenty different countries
visit La Manga Club, including five Champions League and five
Europa League sides. Teams from Asia also visited. According to
Chad Harpur, La Manga Club's
Sporting Director ?Asia is a very
interesting market, which we are
working hard to develop.?

Chad Harpur has been working on developing technologies for
many years, as he wants the resort to be at the forefront of new
applications that may be offered to visiting teams. This will give
La Manga Club an edge over its increasing number of competitors
in the marketplace, many of whom are trying to copy the resort's
business model and facilities.

One of the big improvements this
year has been the quality of the
resort?s pitches. New staff have
been hired and a special mention
should go to Raul Bragado, Scott
Hawkins and the rest of Chad
Harpur?s team, for the work that
they have done.
In excess of 130 games were
televised live on Eurosport this year,
which is a first for La Manga Club.
The Club?s commercial value is
something it is hoping to maximise
in the seasons to come. This year the
resort Owners have partnered with
Catapult, the world?s biggest GPS
sports company, who were on site
for three months testing their
products daily with the teams. The

Newcast le playing t o a packed main grandst and at La Manga Club's show pit ch.

The resort is constantly trying to improve year-on-year. So, after
15 years and an average of 100-plus games a year, it has been
decided to renovate the main match ground completely. This will
be-ready-for-the-start-of-pre-season-training in-July.
A new gym has been installed at Las Lomas, as well as new
equipment in the High Performance Centre (HPC), which will
enable teams to have the same, if not better equipment than they
have at home. The HPC allows visiting sides to have a private area
in which to train, and gym members to avoid too much disruption
during the football season. The new equipment will also allow us
to attract bigger teams, as with football being such huge business
these days, everything has to be perfect.
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Other changes will see the Panorama room, where teams take
their meals, being refurbished, with the work scheduled for
completion ahead of the winter season in January 2018. The
apartments at Las Lomas are also being remodeled and it is hoped
to have another 20 completed by the end of the year.

To give an example, a staff member of a very big club was at the
resort recently and he turned and said, ?We have nearly
£500million worth of assets on the pitch in front of you. Would
you not make sure everything is absolutely perfect for your
business if you owned it?? It makes sense, as football is under
huge scrutiny and people?s livelihoods depend on whether a team
wins-or-loses.

Barcelona FC Summer Camp

Pre-season looks like it is going to be a busy one, as there will
be some 12 teams staying at the resort in July. The sides
confirmed so far are Chelsea?s U23 and U18 squads,
Southampton and Everton?s U23 sides, Wigan Athletic, Ross
County, Cadiz and Kilmarnock. More teams are due to be
confirmed in the coming weeks and details will be announced
shortly. One thing?s for certain, it will be a very good July for
the public-to-watch-top-class-football.
The resort is once again planning to stage an international
tournament in the November break, with hopefully eight
teams competing. La Manga Club has, in the past, been
privileged to host stars such as Zlatan Ibrahimovic, Cristiano
Ronaldo, Gareth Bale and Mario Gotze in their younger days,
to name a few. The November tournament may well feature
some of the next generation-of-stars,-so-don?t-miss-it.
La Manga Club is proud of
its long association with
football and the range of
facilities it offers top
professional teams. We
look forward to seeing even
more people supporting the
games played at the resort's
show pitch. To this end, better
ways of communicating match
date information are being
explored. So, look out for this on
social media and the like. La
Manga Club, the home of
football.
o

Right: David Beckham in his England playing days training at La Manga Club.
Above: England v Germany women's international match at La Manga Club.
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tennis academy for players of all ages and abilities, as well as
individual lessons, court hire and bespoke programmes for clubs,
groups, and federations.

o

o

La Manga Club is widely recognised as being Europe's number
one t ennis resort . It s world-class t raining facilit ies and
professionally delivered academy programme offer players of
all st andards an excit ing and inspirat ional t ennis environment in
which t o play. In fact , t he reput at ion of La Manga Club?s t ennis
cent re resonat es wit h t ennis ent husiast s all over t he world,
guest s visit ing from across Europe and as far afield as Canada,
America and Asia.

Lorenzo Mart inez, Direct or of
Tennis & Leisure

Lorenzo Martinez, Director of Tennis and Leisure, has been at the
helm for 26 years and, through his vast experience and
knowledge, continues to create a professional, yet warm and
welcoming environment for all tennis lovers. Lorenzo is ably
supported by James Rose, Director of Coaching at La Manga
Club, whose key objective is to develop and deliver an
established, professional academy structure, ensuring a unique
playing environment and experience for all levels and ages.
Life at the tennis centre is constantly changing, with the
ever-busy peak periods (Easter, May half-term, summer and
October half-term) attracting many families and schools. The
adjacent weeks attract clubs, groups and visiting academies from
Scandinavia, while the winter period plays host to an
International Tennis Federation (ITF) Grade 1 event and also
welcomes many top players, as a preferred pre-season training
base.

Tennis grand slam winner and
Olympic champion, Sir Andy
Murray, t raining at La Manga
Club

Positioned at the very heart of the resort, from its somewhat
modest origins back in 1972, the centre has grown into a fantastic
first-class facility. It features 20 clay courts, 4 hard courts and 4
artificial grass courts, and offers an internationally renowned
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Andrew Cast le and Jeremy Bat es playing an
exhibit ion mat ch at t he Tennis Cent re

La Manga Club has always worked hard to maintain and ensure its
reputation as an elite sports destination. The tennis centre has
played an important part in achieving this aim via its positioning
at the top of the game. It has partnerships with the Lawn Tennis
Association (LTA) as an overseas training base, Tennis Europe as
an official centre of excellence and Babolat as official racket and
clothing supplier. The centre continues to attract world-class
stars to the resort, with these players providing a buzz and
excitement for our academy clients and the resort in general.
There?s no doubt that having world-class players who are active
on the ATP, WTA and ITF tours further enhances the resorts
reputation.
The numbers of players visiting the tennis centre are evidence of
its success.
The tennis centre enjoyed a positive and encouraging year in
2016. It was proud to welcome more than 3,000 players to its
academies, with the Adult Academy course being the most
popular (1,200 places). The coaching team, which reaches 20
tennis professionals at peak times, gave in excess of 4,500
lessons. In respect of the courts, the centre option recorded an
impressive 10,000-plus hours of booking time.
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This year?s Easter period was one of the busiest that Lorenzo can
remember since arriving at the resort.

?There was a great atmosphere, with academies full
and lessons and cour t time in high demand. I n
addition to this, it was a real pleasure to welcome
new groups from Ger many, Switzerland,
Scandinavia and Belgium. This, combined with the
fantastic weather , created a unique and wonder ful
atmosphere for the four -week per iod.? said Lorenzo
Mar tinez.
Although providing all-year-round academies, the Tennis Centre
has also established ?owners? weeks? which have proved to be
very popular. Started in 2015, the academy owners? weeks in
March and November provide a great opportunity to bring
owners together to enjoy an academy experience. In addition to
this, we are very proud to be supporting the ?Sport Pink
Weekend?, which is traditionally held in October.
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La Manga Club?s tennis centre has a rich history and is proud to
have hosted many prestigious competitions including the Davis
Cup, Federation Cup and official ITF events. And in the coming
months, the resort will be the venue for several other top events
including the 6th La Manga Club Cup, (an LTA Grade 3
tournament), a tennis fun day in aid of the Alda Foundation (July),
Sport Pink and an Adult Academy Week with Great Britain Davis
Cup captain Leon Smith (both October) and the 16th Murcia
Open (an ITF Grade 1 Event).

Above: Alba Carrillo, Spanish professional tennis player who is based in Murcia.
o

Far from resting on its laurels, though, the centre is determined
not to stand still and is constantly looking at ways to modernise
and improve to ensure the delivery of a world-class product.
Already this year, on arrival, clients are noticing the improvement
when they see the redesigned exhibition court. This is just the
start of some exciting plans, which are being drawn up as part of
the Master Plan to take the centre forward.
A warm welcome in a professional and positive environment is
what clients have come to love about the tennis centre. The
delivery and professionalism of the whole tennis team, from the
reception and shop, to the groundsmen and expert team of
professionals, have helped to ensure La Manga Club?s reputation
as a premier tennis destination in Europe.
It has always been a key objective to ensure that the resort and its
owners have a tennis centre which is worthy of its place within La
Manga Club.In line with this objective, the beauty of the centre is
its ability to unite families, clubs, federations and top
professionals, providing facilities and a unique environment for
everyone to enjoy.

Above: Andrew Castle, La Manga Club ambassador and former No1 ranked UK
player, in action on the Tennis Centre's show court.
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CYCLI NG I N MURCI A
O

-

W it h t he dramat ic increase in popularit y of road cycling over
t he last few years (part icularly in t he UK), visit ors t o La Manga
Club are discovering just how great t he cycling is in t he
surrounding area.
O

Above: Local rider Gloria Rodrigues at the 2016 Spanish championships, where she
won Individual and Women's Team Pursuit Silver and Gold medals.
o

Above: Team Sky rider and Tour de France winner, Chris Froome, leading Spanish
rider Alberto Contador (also aTour de France winner), as they pass by the resort.
o

For the road rider, the region benefits from a great climate,
smooth tarmac, and quiet roads. Visitors often comment on how
the bikes of local riders are so immaculate, in part this is because
riders only need one bike (no winter bikes are necessary) and on
the rare occasion that it rains people simply stay inside.

Above: Cyclists powering up the steep climb out of Portman on the road that runs
to La Manga Club and on to Los Belones.
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The road past La Manga Club
is one of the most popular
road cycling routes in the
region of Murcia. Leaving the
resort towards Los Belones
leads riders to the flat areas
around the Mar Menor
coastline. The other direction
takes riders through the
Portman Hills, which are
always a favourite amongst
cycling enthusiasts.
Above: Gloria Rodrigues

During the summer periods,
we regularly see professional Spanish cyclists, such as Alejandro
Valverde (Movistar) and Luis Leon Sanchez (Astana), ride past La
Manga Club on training outings. On a
few occasions, the Vuelta a Murcia
(Tour of Murcia) has come right past
La Manga Club, with well-known
professional cyclists such as Chris
Froome (Team Sky and Tour de
France
winner)
and
Alberto
Contador taking part.
The Portman hills are unique in that
they are challenging enough to
provide
good
training
for
experienced cyclists, whilst still
being achievable by most. If riders
attack these hills they are tough, but
average cyclists should take their
time, find a steady pace, and enjoy
the views. The gradient through the
hills is generally around 7% with a
small section of 12%. For those
looking for a more relaxing ride on
flatter terrain, head along the Mar Menor coast towards Los
Alcázares.
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with a time of about 6 minutes. This year Ellesse UK are running
a challenge up the ?green mile?, with prizes at the end of the year.
Anyone interested in participating please contact Biking La
Manga ? everyone is welcome to have a go.
For those who prefer off-road cycling, there is a great selection of
mountain biking options, accessible directly from the resort. The
flat tracks towards Los Belones are very popular with families and
continuing further on past Los Belones take riders to the
Calblanque regional park. Heading out of the resort in the other
direction is the ever-popular climb to the Portman Guns (Las
Cenizas) where the stunning views make the 2 mile climb well
worthwhile. More advanced riders can continue towards
Portman through the woods and onto an excellent single track.
Above: Some of the challenging roads and beautiful views around the resort.
o

For cyclists who use Strava (a cycling app for comparing times in
set sections of road) there are some well-known Strava segments
in the vicinity. One of the most popular is the climb from the
roundabout this side of Portman up the hill in the green cycle lane
- known on Strava as the ?green mile?. An exceptional time would
be under 4 minutes up the hill, but most people would be happy

Above: Owners at the resort stopping to talk with walkers and also catch breath!
o

Above: Stewart Harris, Chairman, Owners Clubhouse and dedicated road cyclist.
o

Group Rides. An important part of the popularity of cycling is the
flexibility to head out by one?s self, or in a group. In this context,
having discovered the great cycling options in the area, groups of
La Manga Club residents often organise regular morning rides.
Cycling is frequently referred to as the new golf at the resort ?
not sure about that, but La Manga Club certainly provides plenty
of opportunity for both.

Above: La Manga Club owners on one of their regular weekly rides.
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There are also regular rides from the Biking La Manga bike shop
on Monday and Wednesday afternoons throughout the year.
These are a great way to meet other cyclists and learn some of
the local routes. Check the BLM Facebook page for details.
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accident insurance. With the valued support of MSB and Physio
Active plus collaboration with the CIARD (high performance
centre), a small team competes for Club Ciclista
Biking La Manga at local and national level.
Claudio Casas and Pedro Castillo ride in the elite
men?s category. Sergio Alcaraz, Miguel Collado,
Juan Emilio Barquin and Martin Rutherford
compete in master men?s and Irene Mendez and
Cecilia Sopeña compete in the women's races
both on the road and on the track.
Of note, Irene Mendez is having a great year,
having won the Regional Track Championship,
the Criterium de Murcia and coming 2nd in the
Regional Road Race. Irene is now preparing for
the National Road race, National Time Trial, and
National Track Championship, where she will
represent the Region of Murcia. It is worth
noting that she only took up cycling two years
ago!
This year follows on from 2016 where Biking La
Manga provided bikes and mechanics for the
Murcia selection in the National Track
championships in Mallorca and left the event
with a handful of medals, including silver in the
Women?s Team Pursuit and Gold in the
Individual Pursuit with Gloria Rodriguez (Team
Lointec).

Above: Pedro Castillo an excellent rider from the Spanish region of Murcia.O
.

Race Team. Two years ago, Biking La Manga registered an official
cycling club (Club Ciclista) with the FCRM (Federación de
Ciclismo Regional de Murcia). This is a federated UCI registered
club which means that members with residence permits can also
apply for Spanish racing licences which have the added benefit of

Marchas. If you are looking for something
challenging but a bit less intense than racing,
there are a number of ?marchas?in the region. A marcha is the
closest thing in Spain to a UK sportive. It is a mass start ride
(usually 200 to 300 people) held on closed rolling roads (i.e. roads
closed as the race goes through) generally for around 100km. For
the most part, the pace is controlled and then usually one section
is opened for those that want a section to race. With a licence it?s
easy to enter, but even without a full licence it is possible to sign
up for an ?on the day?licence.

Above, left to right: Sergio, Emilio and Predo of the Biking La Manga race team at
the 2016 Regional Masters championships.
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THE EUROPEAN
CRICKET
PERFORMANCE
CENTRE
.

-

Over t he past 12 mont hs t here has been a shift in t he resort ?s
st rat egy wit h regard t o cricket , mainly because La Manga Club is
blessed wit h a micro-climat e, which means cricket can be played
all-year-round. Therefore, wit h such short flight t imes from
nort hern Europe, it has become a cheaper and bet t er opt ion
t han long-haul dest inat ions, such as Dubai and Aust ralia.
Endorsing this point, the spring of 2017 has seen the official
opening of La Manga Club?s new European Cricket Performance
Centre. The centre is a world-class facility boasting 17 grass

Above, Left to right: Malcolm Cannon, Cricket Scotland, Jose Asenjo, La Manga Club
and Richard Holdsworth, Cricket Ireland,
.

Cricket Ireland is in advanced discussions about becoming a full
member of the International Cricket Council (ICC) and are in line
to receive test status within the next 18 months. This is a massive
step for them and one that they have been working towards since
they started more than 20 years ago.
Cricket Scot land is in an
earlier
stage
in
its
development, but, nonetheless,
is determined to follow in
Ireland?s footsteps and over
time bid to become a full ICC
member.

wickets, five state-of-the-art artificial wickets and a specialised
wicketkeeping area, not to mention a purpose-built fielding zone.
This represents a departure in European cricket, the first of its
kind, and the resort is proud to offer a place where teams can now
play cricket 365 days a year.
On top of this, and with the considerable help of Scott Hawkins,
our new groundsman, the resort has constructed three grass
pitches between pitches B and C, and another three grass wickets
between pitches D and E, which will allow several teams to play
cricket at La Manga Club at the same time.

The new Performance Centre
will also attract county teams
from the UK, as well as the
ICC, which is very keen to run
tournaments for emerging
nations at La Manga Club. The
resort also now ticks all the boxes for universities, schools and
clubs looking for an overseas venue.
Finally, for those property owners and visitors who simply want a
game of cricket, the resort has its very own La Manga Club cricket
team, which play through the summer against local and touring
teams. There is always a welcome for new players, so if you want
a game get in touch via www.lamangacc.hitscricket.com

The driving force behind the construction of the facility is a
10-year long partnership with Cricket Ireland and Cricket
Scotland. Both countries will now use the facility to prepare in
perfect conditions and prolong their current seasons which end in
September. The weather in both these countries is far from
reliable to say the least, and so the long-term plan is for teams
also to play any matches that have been cancelled or rescheduled
during the season.
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internationals. The All Blacks staying at La Manga Club, we can but
dream!

.

.

Over t he years La Manga Club has built it s
worldwide reput at ion on providing superb
sport ing facilit ies. In t his cont ext , t he resort has
t ended t o concent rat e on it s ?big four?sport s golf, foot ball, t ennis and cricket . However, as
Chad Harpur, La Manga Club Sport ing Direct or
comment s, ?This is now changing, as in realit y
we have eight all-purpose pit ches, which allow
us t o explore many new opt ions. One of t hese is
rugby, which is experiencing a massive growt h
in int erest around t he world and, pot ent ially,
could be huge for t he resort . In recent years, we
have at t ract ed t he likes of t op-class t eams, such
as Munst er, Harlequins and Racing 92 t o use La
Manga Club for a warm-weat her t raining camp.
We were delight ed wit h t he feedback we
received, part icularly from Harlequins and
Racing 92, bot h clubs saying t hey were
ext remely happy wit h t he facilit ies we
delivered. As a result , we revised our sales and
market ing st rat egy, so t hat in addit ion t o
at t ract ing t op professional t eams, we are now
also t arget ing universit ies and schools?t ours.?
In the past a challenge which rugby presented
was that teams staying at the resort needed
sides to play competitive games against, which
was difficult to provide. However, the resort
now has teams from UCAM (the local university) available, while it also
has a strong relationship with Espana Rugby, who can also provide teams.

However, these are not unrealistic aspirations. The fact that La Manga
Club now has a reputation for attracting all types of top athletes and
teams from around the world, means that the resort is unique in the
experience that it can offer to its clients. Reputation is crucially important,
as sport is a world within itself, and a very small one at that. Therefore, a
good name means everything, as sports men and women from all codes

talk to one another and pass on information about the various locations
they train at. So, it is essential La Manga Club figures prominently and is in
the top of sports people´s minds around the world.

.

Chad Har pur , La Manga Club Spor ting Director
comments, ?This is now changing, as in reality we have
eight all-pur pose pitches, which allow us to explore
many new options. One of these is rugby."
Bearing in mind the facilities the resort has to offer in its gym and High
Performance Sports Centre, La Manga Club is now the perfect place for
rugby teams to prepare for the new season, or to recharge their batteries
during a mid-season break.
However, it doesn?t stop there. La Manga Club is currently looking at
investing in a range of new equipment including a scrum machine, tackle
bags, etc., as visiting teams want reassurance that all the equipment they
need is at the resort and that it is of the right quality.
The option to attract bigger teams is now a very realistic prospect and
Chad Harper is in discussions with the home nations about one of the
national teams coming to La Manga Club to prepare for the Six Nations
championship. At the same time, there is also an option for Southern
hemisphere teams to prepare at the resort before the autumn
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BOWLS - A SPORT
FOR ALL AGES
.

-

It is so easy t o t ake t hings for grant ed, but at t he resort ?s Bowls Club we
count our blessings on having a real grass bowling green in such a
peaceful and beaut iful set t ing. Tucked away in La Manga Club?s Tennis
Cent re, t he bowls club has prospered for some fift een years, offering
t his enjoyable and challenging sport t o t he resort ?s resident s, and more
recent ly, t o t hose living out side.
Our current membership numbers just over 80 and we give a great
welcome to anyone, young or old (or in between), beginners, or
experienced bowlers, who would like to join us. TV coverage in the past
year has helped bowls attract a younger generation and it is our younger
bowlers who are setting the pace.
This year?s Open Days are scheduled for the 3rd/4th October. Always
popular, these enable anyone who is interested in the sport to give it a try.
Bowls are provided and visitors are soon on the rinks experiencing
bowling for the first time. One rink is given over to target bowls with a
prize for the highest score during each session.

As their skills develop
they learn a range of
different shots, each
with
its
own
objective.
All
coaching is free of
charge!
In the winter season,
from September until
March
there
are
weekly
informal
matches three times a
week and also a whole
range
of
in-club
competitions. Add to
these matches against
other clubs in the
Levante Lawn Bowls
League, both at home
and away, special event
weekends and there
are
plenty
of
opportunities
to

Above: Charlie Higson, one of Club's youngest
and most promising junior bowlers

play! We welcome visiting teams and last
season Greg Harlow, one of the world?s top
bowlers brought a team to La Manga for
the second time.
Summer is the quieter season when the
majority of our members return to their
home countries. But the roll-ups continue
twice a week and members can arrange
matches with others who visit during this
period.
La Manga has had six tours to the UK in
recent years, four to the Somerset area and
two to Lincolnshire. There?s also been a

Above: The bowls green, which is located in the resort's Tennis Centre .
o

Last year, 25 beginners took part and
many of them are now playing
members.
Our coaches help beginners master
the basics and help improve the skills
of more experienced players. Unlike
sports such as golf, most beginners
can take part in a bowls game after
just a few coaching session.

tour to Mojacar in Spain.
We have ?fiercely fought?competition days, during which the ladies play
the gentlemen and usually win! There is also a match between the
Captain?s and
the President?s teams, which
is equally
competitive. Several of our special weekend events are followed by
lunches. There are also dinners and Christmas festivities, including
Christmas morning when there is more time spent drinking cava than
bowling! In short, bowls is alive and well at La Manga Club.
For more information, contact Stuart Fisher on Millhaven44@icloud.com ,
or Clair Sexton at reginald_clair@yahoo.co.uk

Above, Left to right: Warwick Trophy
finalists Margaret Scott, Anne Sexton
and Stuart Fisher.

-

Right: Bowls members getting in the
spirit of the 2016 Sport Pink charity
event, which raised money in support
of the Breast Cancer Now Charity.
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WALKI NG - THE
HEALTHY 'SPORT'
.

-

-

There are a wide variet y of sport s and act ivit ies on offer at La Manga
Club, but is t here anyt hing wort h seeing in t he local vicinit y? W hat a silly
quest ion, when wit hin a 10 minut e walk one can ent er t he nearby hills
where t he views are scint illat ing, or wander down t o t he Medit erranean
shoreline t o appreciat e t he clean smell of t he sea, or visit t he fascinat ing
remains of t he now closed local mining
indust ry.

Cartagena developed into a major port for military ships and submarines.
However, its defences were inadequate to protect it from outside attack
so they contracted Vickers in the UK to build a massive defence system
with enormous cannons and anti-aircraft guns on both sides of the town
at Cenizas and Tinoso. Both sites are open to the public and are well
worth visiting to appreciate the size of the guns, which are still in position,
as are the military buildings developed to support the personnel manning
the guns and lookout towers. Walks are regularly organised to these sites.

There are numerous public footpaths within the vicinity of La Manga
Club, which are fully maintained and way-marked. The closest is the GR92

Walking is known to be one of the
healthiest activities that the human body
can engage in, we do it virtually from being
a one year old and yes, within La Manga
Club we cater on a weekly basis for all
those people interested in taking up the
?sport?. Outings can vary from walks to
local hill tops, beaches, mines, or with a
short car ride, other interesting sites can
be reached. However, we need to explore
the history of the region first.
Portman, the natural sheltered harbour at
the foot of the Sierra Minera, the greatest
source of mineral deposits in Southern
Spain, attracted the Romans who used the
port (they called it Portus Magnus) to ship out ingots of lead and silver to
Rome. Many sites and paths created by them are still maintained and can
be seen and admired. A walk to the Roman silver mine and the nearby
compound, or walking along the Roman path to Portmán are well worth
doing. The Roman occupation of Cartagena should also encourage all
people to visit the medieval town and view the numerous sites, which are
still being uncovered and preserved. Its castles and military buildings are
encompassed within the Club?s walking itinerary. Nearby Portman Bay is
currently being reconstructed, and is well worth a visit.
Many walks are programmed within the old mining area, as much of the
zone is still crisscrossed with major tracks and walkways. There are also
numerous buildings and
machinery, associated with
the
extensive
mining
activity, which are still
present. It should be
mentioned here that the
majority of lead used in the
Second World War came
from these mines. In the
area one can visit a mine at
La Union, Matildas Mine
Museum at Llano del Beal,
the Roman silver mine and
the
Roman
compound
nearby. The variety of
colours in the rocks is
simply overwhelming.
In
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route, 5 minutes walk from the Club, which tracks the shore line from San
Pedro de Pinatar to Reona, South of Cartagena. Along this route the
scenery is breathtaking and one could deviate to take in one of the many
beaches along the Mediterranean coast line, including Calblanque beach.
The walking group also venture by car to other areas, including the
Murcian hills and Azohia, which often includes a picnic lunch, or a Menu
del Dia lunch at a local restaurant. The idea of a meal can attract numbers,
so walks are often organised to cater for this.

I hope this narrative attracts newcomers to the walking group. Walks are
programmed two to four a week to suit all abilities including climbs up
Lion Mountain and Pena del Aquila and flattish walks to Playa del Gorguel
and Portman along the Roman path. This healthy ?sport?will continue to
be advertised in the Owners Clubhouse.
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THE OWNERS
CLUBHOUSE - THE
'MUST VISIT' FOR
LA MANGA CLUB
OWNERS

There are members?clubhouses all over t he world, but few can be held
in such high est eem as La Manga Club?s very own Owners Clubhouse.
For most propert y owners it is t he first place at which t hey st op off aft er
arriving at t he resort , and for many it is t heir home from home. The
following quot es illust rat e t his point . Annet t e Robbshaw says, ?It 's my
favourit e rest aurant at La Manga Club, always excellent food, superb
service and a friendly at mosphere?, whilst Harry Lieuw says, ?LMC
Clubhouse, our second home?
-

Left: Stewart Harris, Chairman, Owners Clubhouse.
-

socialise. So the idea of an owners?clubhouse
was born. A lot of hard work, much frustration
and many set-backs followed, but eventually,
in1993, the La Manga Club, Owners
Clubhouse formally opened its doors for
business. It was an instant success.
Of course, every clubhouse needs a great host,
and the resort found one when, a few years
later, Mike Skerrit encouraged Joaquin Dias Valencia, one of the original
waiters, to take on the role of steward. Although completely
inexperienced in running a catering operation Joaquin took to it like a
duck to water.

Annette Robbshaw says, ?It's my favour ite
restaurant at La Manga Club, always excellent food,
superb ser vice and a fr iendly atmosphere.?
Today, the Clubhouse is an exclusive
members only club. To qualify for membership
people must be property owners at the resort,
or long-term tenants with authorisation from
their landlords. Guests are welcome, but they
must be accompanied by an owner and
signed-in.
The building itself has changed a significant
amount over the twenty-four years since it
opened. Located in Calle del Aljibe, between
the Bellaluz and Los Molinos communities, it
now boasts a spacious lounge bar, an
activity/meeting room, a library, dining room,
the Pavilion toldos and a superb outside dining
terrace. All have been extensively refurbished
over recent years to provide a welcoming
environment in which to socialise.

.

?LMC Clubhouse, our second home.? Har r y Lieuw.
However, few are aware of the
Clubhouse?s humble origins. Back
in the day, what is now the activity
room was in fact the laundry for
the resort hotel. The Clubhouse as
we know it did not exist, in fact it
was not even on the drawing
board, but it was in the back of
someone?s mind!
The people in question were Mike
and Lorna Skerritt and Mike and
Kath Chapman, whose thoughts
turned to the need for a place,
rather like a golf clubhouse, where
owners could meet, eat and
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Above: Lorna Skerritt, the devoted wife of much missed Michael Skerritt.
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The library allows Owners to access
information on a wide range of
activities, from golf to bowls, to walking
and much more. It plays an important
part in the daily lives of Owners.
The names of the Clubhouse?s valued
sponsors are listed on the honour board
directly opposite the main entrance,
whereas information about each may
be found next to the event notice
board.
Currently these are:Int erlaw - International law solicitors
La Caixa Bank - Hola Bank, living
solutions
Marena Murray
specialist

-

The

property

Above: The refurbished dining room, with a display of paintings by Jack Scott.
Below: The current display, photographs by Bridgette Field.

Paco de Lara - Landscape design and garden management
services
Pepe Olmos - Building, design and management services
Qualit y Homes Cost a Calida - Real estate agents
Ross Mot ors - Garage, servicing and repairs
The Great Golf Company - For all things golf
Sponsors are particularly important, as they allow the Clubhouse
Committee to provide a rolling programme of improvements to
the facilities which are on offer to Owners. Over the last two
years this has seen the upgrading of the dining room, new menus,
the installation of toldos across the rear terrace (so that almost
the entire area has shade available ) the provision of new external
lighting, the landscaping of the rear terrace gardens and the
installation of new decorative lighting.

.Other projects are planned for the coming year and will focus on
renewing internal facilities, such as the library, which is long overdue a
significant make-over. Inevitably, internal works will involve some
inconvenience, but the end results will more than compensate.

Above: The new rear dining t errace wit h it 's fabulous gardens by sponsor Pace de Lara
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workshops, seminars and DayBreak excursions
to local areas of interest are displayed on the
notice board in the bar.
Recent live events have included an eclectic
mix of top-class Flamenco, with Francesa
Girone, La Gitana Inglesa, Mel & Friends
Cabaret Nights with great music from talented
owners, a captivating talk from Falklands hero
Simon Weston CBE, Race Nights and hot
summer night songs from London West End
singer, Gina Louise Price.
As said at the outset, eating was a key part of the original vision
for the Owners Clubhouse. Over the years, catering franchisee
Joaquin Diaz Valencia and his team have steadily improved the
quality of food on offer to Owners and their signed-in guests. So
much so that currently many consider the Clubhouse now offers
some of the best casual and À la carte dining available anywhere
at La Manga Club. Of course, where there?s food there?s usually
drink and the Clubhouse has an excellent, extensive wine list.

Clubhouse workshops have spanned a range of
topics from Juicing for Health, to Gardening, to Healthcare in
Spain and many more interesting and informative topics.

Above: Francesca Girone, La Gitane Inglesa and Paco

For these reasons, it is hardly surprising that many La Manga
Clubs owner communities hold their Annual General Meetings
and dinners at the Clubhouse, whilst individual Owners choose it
for their anniversary, birthday and special occasion celebrations.
As we all know, people make places, and that is particularly true
of the Owners Clubhouse. Long-time staff members, such as
Antonio Sanchez Cesar, Jorge Diaz Valencia, Pilar Lucas and Pepe
Martinez, are literally viewed as members of the larger owner
family, whilst everyone knows a warm welcome always awaits
from Joaquin, the ?man in charge?.(see above, third from the left).
Publicity
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events, live entertainment,

Above: Gina Louise, the Clubhouse's resident summer 2017 performer.
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Seminars are always
particularly
well
attended. No wonder
when they include the
likes of Falcon Scott,
the
grandson
of
explorer
Captain
Robert Falcon Scott,
who
shared
his
?Antarctic Adventure?,
a fascinating talk from
Falklands hero Simon
Weston CBE, a session
on ?Crime and Fraud?
from
well-known
British author Paul
Bennett and highly
acclaimed
Spanish
authoress
María
Dueñas, writer of ?The
Seamstress?.

?A very informat ive and professional present at ion by Helen
Holland on t he healt h benefit s of juicing. Learned much. More
present at ions like t his please.?Rani Hesketh.

DayBreak excursions
are equally popular
and always well supported. In recent times they have taken in a
Tapas Trail in Cartagena, The Magic of Murcia, The Jumilla
Vineyards and a Christmas Shopper Trip to the El Corte Inglés
department store in Cartagena, to name but a few.
But that?s not all! The busy social life at the Clubhouse includes
ladies? coffee mornings, painting classes, quiz nights, domino
evenings, keep fit, ladies? and men?s Pilates, Spanish lessons,
tennis, Nordic walking, informal and duplicate bridge and so much
more.
With this varied menu of events and activities, communication
with members is particularly important, so in addition to posters
and the like, the Clubhouse has its own website >
www.lmc-ownersclubhouse.com, publishes a popular on-line
monthly newsletter and has a fantastically well-supported
Facebook page > www.facebook.com/lamangaclubhouse/
As always, the acid test is whether people have really enjoyed
themselves.
The
following quotes
suggest they have,
and
that
the
Clubhouse
is
getting it right.
?Great
service,
great food, great
at mosphere. This
was t he best meal
t hat we had at La
Manga as a family
... t he st eak was
perfect , t he fish
was sublime and
t he veget arian dish
was delight ful. W ill
look forward t o
coming back again
and
again.?
Deborah
Palmer
Above: Simon Weston and Gillian Schofield, Owners
McGurin.

?Amazing Food, out st anding service. Incredible, would definit ely
recommend. Liam Glover.
?Food excellent . Service professional. St aff first class - say no
more!!!!?Jonathan Gates.
So, twenty plus years on from Mike Skerritt's and the Chapman's
original idea of creating a place where La Manga Club Owners'
could eat, meet and socialise, the Owners Clubhouse has
delivered in spades.
-

Lor na Sker r itt recently commented, ?What has
been created is exactly what Mike envisaged and he
would be ver y proud.?
Of course, existing owners know the many benefits of being a
member and enjoying the 'Owners' lifestyle. However, for those
who are about to visit the resort for the first time and are
thinking about buying a holiday, residential, or retirement
property at the resort, if they do, they?re sure to find a warm

Clubhouse, Events Manager.
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LA MANGA CLUB - SPA
WELLNESS CENTRE
-

?The world of health and well-being has always
been my passion?, comments Raquel Mar tin, La
Manga Club, Spa Director . ?From a young age, it
was clear to me that I wanted to work in a job which
allowed me to inf luence people?s daily routines and
improve the quality of their lives for the better .?
.

Many years lat er, and seeing how Raquel?s childhood dream
developed as she pursued her career, it seems t hat fat e want ed
her t o work in t he healt h and wellness indust ry. The experience
and skills she acquired make her perfect ly equipped t o help
people forget about t he negat ive aspect s of t heir lives, t ake t ime
out , release adrenaline, generat e endorphins and generally feel
rejuvenat ed.

spas in different locations, to managing just one, albeit at the
world famous La Manga Club sport and leisure resort. It didn?t
take Raquel long to decide. The opportunity and freedom to
implement her own ideas for rejuvenating the La Manga Club Spa
were impossible to resist and so, for this reason, she decided to
accept the offer.
The Wellness Centre at La Manga Club is a purpose built 2000m²
building, which includes swimming pools, a hydrotherapy area,
thirteen treatment rooms and a modern fitness centre with
state-of-the-art equipment and exercise studio. It also boasts a
state of the art High Performance Centre, which evaluates,
monitors and advises both elite and amateur sportsmen, and
women on all aspects of health and sporting performance.
On starting her new job, Raquel?s aim was to provide a different
focus, one aimed at preventative well-being designed to inspire a
balanced lifestyle, with wellness programs offering members and
guests a range of experiences, centred on bespoke services and
excellence.

Says Raquel, ?Our clients are becoming more
knowledgeable, more demanding and expect a
higher standard of customer ser vice.?
Says Raquel, ?Our clients are becoming more knowledgeable,
more demanding and expect a higher standard of customer
service. Therefore, all of these factors must be combined with
effective results. My challenge is to introduce clients to new,
unique treatments, whilst finding opportunities to improve
ourselves without compromising on quality and customer
service.?
In this context, Raquel believes the following three factors are the
most important in the development of the facility:
First, to help her team to become the best they can be and also
putting them at the forefront of what the Spa offers. As with any
other sector, training is crucial to achieving these objectives. In a
rapidly changing industry, training helps Raquel and her team
visualise their business model through an external source and to
find opportunities for continued improvement. In fact, Raquel
believes training is like a breath of fresh air for her business and
the development of her staff.

Raquel Mart in
Spa Direct or

Raquel has spent more than fifteen years in the luxury hospitality
sector, specialising in spa operations. During this time, she has
been the Operations and Development Director of the Hard Rock
Hotel, Ushuaia Beach Hotel and Grand Palladium spas. In the last
company she was responsible for the expansion of its spa division,
growing the brand and advising on the conceptual design and
management of new spa developments within the chain. As can
be imagined, it was a demanding job, which involved a huge
amount of commitment.
Earlier this year the La Manga Club management contacted
Raquel and offered her the opportunity to be part of an exciting
project, one which represented a fantastic new challenge. She
would have to move from the complexities of managing several
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Second, to analyse, develop and revolutionise the specialist
products which the Spa offers, as this is one of the key ways to
position and identify the business in new niche markets.
Third, to work on expanding the Spa?s supply of customised
services, including the development of innovative concepts in the
field of fitness. Raquel believes that technological progress and
therapeutic knowledge are essential to improving health and
fitness.

?It is a great honour to be Spa Director and I ?m
incredibly excited to be par t of the future of the
Wellness Centre at La Manga Club." says Raquel.
?Working at the Spa gives me the oppor tunity to
help the business deliver the high-quality ser vices
and customer care, which our discer ning customers
expect.?
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LA MANGA CLUB - SPA
FITNESS CENTRE
Locat ed at t he highest point of t he resort , t he Wellness Spa
dominat es t he La Manga Club skyline and has fant ast ic views
across t he golf courses and resident ial communit ies t o t he hills
above t he Medit erranean Sea.
The Fitness Centre is a substantial, dedicated space within the
Spa, in which its customers (professional sports men and women,
La Manga club property owners and also members of the public)
can pursue their training and fitness goals. It is a facility where
anyone at the resort, or the surrounding area, be they a member,
or guest, or visitor, can take advantage of the Fitness Centre?s
first-rate facilities and highly qualified, service-orientated,
personal trainers.
Since the opening of the Spa, some twelve years ago, the Fitness
Centre has played a major part in its subsequent development
and growth. From the outset it was equipped with
state-of-the-art cardiovascular machines, plus fixed and free
weights, which combined with proactive customer service, have
met the demands of its growing client base.

Above: Miguel Escribano Garcia, Deputy Director, Spa Wellness Centre.

Clients have included professional sportsmen and women, such
as World Heavyweight boxing champion David Hay, world top ten
ranked tennis player Johanna Konta and football legends Gordon
Strachan, and Kenny Dalglish.

The Fitness Centre is also a magnet for top professional football
teams, with household names like Real Madrid, Barcelona and
Real Betis visiting from Spain; Liverpool, Burnley and West
Bromwich Albion from the English Premier league; and Borussia
Dortmund from Germany. Many national teams have also visited,
including England and the women?s national teams from the
Scandinavian countries. Rugby has been represented by Munster,
Heineken Cup winners and European champions, and golf by the
players participating in the European Ladies Qualifying
tournament.
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The High Performance Fit ness Cent re

The Fitness Centre is complimented by the High Performance
Centre (HPC), which offers sports people 380 m² of facilities in
the spa building at La Manga Club. The centre is equipped with
state-of-the-art technology to provide a comprehensive
assessment of an individual's sporting performance and health.
The key aims of HPC are investigation, development and
innovation in three fields:
Sport s Medicine: Prevention of muscular/skeletal injuries and
cardiovascular problems
General Healt h: Physical condition, body composition, nutrition,
podiatry, etc.
Sport
Training:
Assessment
performance-oriented exercise

and

prescription

of

One of the most important recent developments at the Fitness
Centre is the renewal of its Technogym cardio and fixed weight
equipment, which means it can now offer its customers the latest
in fitness technology.
For a cardiovascular workout there are treadmills, rowing
machines, cross-trainers, spinning, reclining and upright cycling
machines.
For swimmers there is a 25 metre six-lane pool.
For strength training there are a wide range of options, from
fixed station machines and extensions, to bars, dumbbells,
barbells and benches in the free weights zone.
Positional changes to the layout of the equipment are currently
being carried out, so as to maximise the use of available resources
and the investment which is going to be made in the near future.
Functional training has significantly increased in popularity
during recent years due to its proven results. Therefore, in the
future the Fitness Centre will focus on promoting this type of

training method and its many benefits to our clients.
Above all, the priority will always be customer service through
personalised and professional attention to each user. In this
context,
the
Fitness
Centre?s personal trainers
are experts in the latest
fitness techniques, all of
which are scientifically
validated and offer each
user individually tailored
programmes that suit their
particular
needs.
The
personal training service
has recently been updated,
so that it guarantees that
any objective may be
achieved, be it on an
aesthetic/health level, the
prevention
of
injuries,
functional
recoveries,
post-illness rehabilitation,
the
improvement
of
sporting performance, losing weight, or improving the body?s
composition.
Additionally, the Fitness Centre offers a carefully structured
programme of classes. These are based on the latest fitness
trends, such as, Zumba, functional training, indoor cycling, Pilates,
HIIT (high intensity interval training), HIPT (high intensity power
training), circuit training and total pump. Every class is adapted to
all levels, ages and capabilities of the participants.
The new team at the La Manga Club, Wellness Spa, Fitness
Centre hope to retain the loyalty of its existing members and
would like to invite people who are unfamiliar with the facility to
take a guided tour.

Two of t he Spa pools
wit h views over t he resort
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BUYI NG AT LA MANGA
CLUB - IT'S A
LI FESTYLE CHOICE
-

Everyone has a choice regarding how t hey invest t heir hard
earned money and so for La Manga Club t o be t he 'place where
lit erally t housands of people from across Europe and around
t he world have decided t o buy holiday, permanent and
ret irement homes, speaks volumes about t he resort being the
lifest yle decision of choice.
-

Lord St erling, GCVO, CBE
P&O Chairman

development and management of residential communities,
holiday resorts and hotel complexes.

Much of the modern La Manga Club was created whilst it was
under the ownership of P&O, who bought the resort in 1987. The
company, under the leadership of Lord Stirling, spent £40 million
at the resort from 1999 to 2004 developing new hotels and
carrying out upgrades of its extensive sports facilities. It was
under their stewardship that La Manga Club became an exclusive
sport and leisure resort, which attracted the sports stars,
celebrities and the rich and famous of the day.
By the new millennium, La Manga Club had become a
self-contained town. Apart from its extensive sport, leisure and
restaurant facilities, it even had its own security service, post
office, doctors, pharmacy, car hire company and petrol station!
In 2004 the resort was acquired for 146? million by the Med
Group, now the Arum Group, a Barcelona based company headed
by chief executive Jordi Robinat, who specialised in the

Arum, via its resort management company La Manga Club S.L.,
continues P&O?s commitment to excellence to this day and La
Manga Club can proudly celebrate its many successes, the latest
of which is its selection as one of the best golf resorts in the world
at the prestigious Ultra Travel Awards.
However, the resort is not resting on its laurels and is constantly
striving to improve and give customers what they want, as
evidenced by the recent improvements to the 37 Spike and Sports
Bar, located at the golf
clubhouse, the renewal of
gardens throughout the
resort?s 500 hectares, the
hotel?s refurbished Piano
Bar, the new multi-use
recreational area in Las
Lomas, the upgraded Deli
Café and the recently
opened European Cricket
Performance,
Centre,
which will attract teams
from all over Europe.
Right: Founder, Chairman &
President, Arum Group
R&M SL
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For many years the approach to the resort via
the regions various transport links has looked
a little tired. However, this is all changing, as a
brand new road and, subject to the
community Presidents?approval, resort Entry
Statement, are both due to be completed by
autumn 2017, at which time La Manga Club
will once again have an approach worthy of its
5 star status.
La Manga Club has an unrivaled pedigree. It is
a sports and leisure resort, which includes a
community of more than 2,000 residential
properties, whose owners, guests and rental
clients are crucially important to the
well-being of the resort. Indeed, they are one
of the largest users of the Arum Group?s
hotels, sporting facilities and restaurants,
which also attract numerous visitors,
including sportsmen, families, single people,
young and old, from across Europe and
beyond.
The majority of residents who live at the
resort all-year round were initially holiday
visitors, or rental clients. They were attracted
by the resort?s warm and sunny climate, the

The popular El Rancho communit y.

Los Acacias villa
Above: Apartments in the Los Olivos community

special lifestyle it offers, plus of course its sporting and leisure
facilities, not to mention the benefits of investing in La Manga
Club?s wide range of quality residential property.

Dharma Indian rest aurant
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Above: A new-build villa for sale in Los Acacias, a private, luxury community in the
heart of La Manga Club.
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La Manga Club S.L. has a well established and popular loyalty
scheme for resident property owners. This is called the La Manga
Club Card, which offers excellent discounts on a range of
activities and retail outlets around the resort, including golf,
tennis, the spa, shops, accommodation and the restaurants. They
also have a wide selection of eatery options available for Owners
and resort visitors: the Amapola, the stylish signature restaurant

50

high-quality food, next to the pool in the main hotel; and Uncle
Sam?s, which reputedly has the best ribs on the resort.
La Manga Club also boasts a number of great places to visit after
dinner, such as the Piano Bar, with live music, and Mulligan?s Pub,
the perfect place to catch top sporting action on giant screen TVs,
with live music, karaoke, DJs and themed parties.

Amapola rest aurant
Principe Felipe Hot el

of five star Príncipe Felipe Hotel; Asia, the exotic fusion
restaurant in the Las Sabinas Commercial Centre; La Cala, the
most Mediterranean restaurant on offer, providing a taste of the
sea alongside the Mediterranean, with views to die for ; Luigi, for
authentic Tuscan cuisine for a taste of Italy; 37 Spike and Sports
Bar, the perfect place for a cold beer and a delicious burger after
a round of golf; La Bodega, a typical Spanish tapas bar; Dharma,
offering traditional Indian cuisine; Sol y Sombra, offering

Above : La Cala, the beach side 'taste of the sea' restaurant, with it's spectacular
views over the Mediterranean.
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There are also many privately owned restaurants around the
resort, such as the ever popular Owners Clubhouse, the resort
property owners private members club, La Finca, with its
beautiful gardens, La Barra, an affordable all day choice, popular
El Bistro in the Bellaluz Village plaza, Victor?s, Si Bar, a firm family
favourite, the Curry Garden, a must for all lovers of good Indian
food and the recently opened Cañonero in Las Lomas Village,
which serves Mediterranean-style food, fine dining at its best.

Dharma Indian rest aurant .
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Close by the resort are the popular La Rusticana, well known for
its choice of meat dishes, Maribel with its excellent local style
food and La Canela, whose rustic dining room is probably one of
the most atmospheric and well-liked by visitors to La Manga Club.

Above: Pepe and his front of house 'boys and girls at Via Romana in Los Belones
/

In local towns and villages there are also many good eating
choices, from the upmarket to more everyday. Via Romana in
nearby Los Belones offers good, reasonably priced Italian food
and is full most nights. El Torro and the Bollywood Indian
restaurant are close by and are also popular. El Parador del Mar
Menor is a waterside, upmarket choice with food and views to
match, whilst Malvasia in Playa Honda is a hidden gem and is well
worth searching out. Cabo de Palos has a host of waterside
restaurants, many offering fresh, locally caught fish. Miramar and
La Tana are ever popular, while the newly opened Bocana de
Palos, with its great food and views across the harbour, is gaining
a large following.
Principe Felipe hot el lobby.

Below: The Spanish national football team at La Manga Club's Football Centre.

Above: Harbour side restaurants at nearby, popular, Cabo de Palos port.
.

Three of the most popular privately owned bars on La Manga
Club are The Last Drop opposite the Repsol petrol station, which
has long been the bar of choice for many of the resort?s visitors,
Flutes, it?s younger, but increasingly popular rival in the Las
Sabinas commercial centre and the Scotsman in Bellaluz Square.
The Príncipe Felipe 5* Hotel, named after then Prince Felipe (now
the King of Spain), by far the best luxury hotel in the region, has
long been a celebrity favourite and continues to be so. The
Spanish royal family has visited on several occasions. Indeed, in
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addition to the famous people from the world of politics, finance
and sport, many other well-known people have visited, such as
actors Juliet Binoche, Salma Hayek, Matt Damon, Liam Neeson,
and John Malkovich; ballet star Rudolph Nureyev; singers and
musicians including Gloria Estefan, Alejandro Sanz, Sir Cliff
Richard, Robbie Williams, Jamiroquai and Deep Purple; and
writers Vargas Llosa and Guillermo Cabrera Infante. However,
those who have attracted the most attention from the
international press have been famous football teams, such as
Barcelona, Real Madrid and the Spanish (above) and English
national squads.
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tennis court, and leisure and
commercial outlets. Originally
targeted at the 'family' holiday
makers, the well thought out
configuration of the apartments
means that accommodation is
divided into studios, or two and
three-bedroom apartments, which
can be easily adjusted to the needs
of the large corporate clients who
visit La Manga Club, such as the
Norwegian Football Federation,
Cricket
Ireland and Cricket
Scotland.
In recent years, both the hotel and
apartments in Las Lomas have been
the base of important national and
international conventions,such as
the launch of the Seat Córdoba, a
sports footwear range from Adidas
and new Mercedes Benz trucks.
In terms of annual events at La
Manga Club, these include White
Nights at La Cala cove, which are
the culmination of a series of events
linked to the region, and attract

A W hit e Night dinner at La Cala cove, 2016.

Las Lomas Village 4* apartments were built in 1987 in the style
of a typical Mediterranean village. The original project, by
architect Jaime J Bourne, featured two phases, with 79
apartments, 28 townhouses and 52 apartments. There was a
special emphasis on leisure facilities, including a swimming pool,

Above: 2016 Alda Charity gala dinner, held at the Spa, La Manga Club.

some 300 people for a
magical night of beach side
food and entertainment.
There is also the Alda
Charity Week, in which
families
participate
by
playing golf, tennis or
football and then attend a
gala dinner, which raises a
substantial
amount
of
money
for
the
Alda
Foundation.
La Manga Club has come a
very long way since it was
launched in the early
seventies
by
Gregory
Above: 'Mr La Manga', the late Gregory
Peters, but that's not the
Peters, founder of the resort.
end of the story. Following
the heady growth years of the nineties and early 2000s under the
ownership of the P&O Group, and since the stewardship of the
Arum Group, it continues to set the standards and offer a lifestyle
choice that few, if any of its competitors across Europe can
match, let alone better.

Left : La Manga Club in 1972 and right : t ransformed by 2012.
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Los Acacias, a new-build villa in a privat e, luxury communit y .
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24/7 RESORT WI DE
SECURITY
People ask many quest ions when t hinking of visit ing, living, or
invest ing in La Manga Club, but t he one which comes up more
t han any ot her is, will my family, belongings and propert y be
safe, is it secure?
Who better to answer than Ian Hunt, the La Manga Club, General
Community Vice-President who is responsible for managing
Securitas, who provide 24/7 security across the resort.
.

?For me, like most people,? says Ian, ?La Manga
Club?s reputation as one of the most secure
urbanisations in all of Spain was a major factor in
my decision to buy at the resor t, especially as,
when I first bought, our proper ty would be empty
for many months at a time."
Twenty-three years on Ian Hunt (and his family) now lives
full-time at La Manga Club and says that his initial impressions
have not changed. Even more so because I am now responsible
for security at the resort and am committed to continuing the
high standards, which make it such a safe place to live and visit.

.Above: Ian Hunt, Vice-President, Security, General
Community, La Manga Club.

Much of the focus is on the resort?s perimeter,
which given that La Manga Club is the size of
Monaco, needs planning and organisation to
cover effectively. The boundary measures
some 29kms. So, the General Community
deploys both infra-red detection systems and
also an increasing number of remote security
cameras. As a result, the perimeter is
considered to be secure. To make it even more
so the General Community keeps abreast of
the latest technological innovations, which
may help in policing the perimeter in the
future. However, most of these are in the very
early stages of being developed. So, for the
moment, the General Community will simply
monitor progress and only consider
introducing a particular technology, as and
when it is proven.

The General Community, the body which represents the interests
of property owners at La Manga Club, also manages essential
services, such as waste collection, street cleaning, etc and spends
in excess of 1,000,000? annually contracting a specialist company
to provide on-site security services.
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Currently there are some thirty CCTV
cameras positioned around the resort and
these have significantly enhanced our
security capability. So much so, that the
General Community is planning to double this
over the next three years. Why, you might
ask? Very simply, because cameras allow more areas within La
Manga Club to be monitored more efficiently, frequently and
effectively than by using guards alone. In turn, this allows
potential problems to be identified and dealt with at a very early
stage and also manpower to be deployed in a more targeted and
cost-effective way.
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La Manga Club is very fortunate, in that it has a great team of
long-serving security guards whose sole aim is to ensure
the resort remains one of the safest urbanisations in Spain. Their
jobs are diverse, difficult and often challenging, ranging from
monitoring the resort?s main entry gates, to operating a daily
patrol service, to monitoring commercial areas where there is a
big increase in visitor numbers though the busy summer months.
Not unsurprisingly, during this period many different security
issues arise. However, the guards know them well and so are
ready to act, sometimes with the help of our three security dogs,
who have a knack of calming situations down very quickly! They
are a vital part of General Community?s security team.

The General Community works very closely with the local
policing organisations, with whom they have regular meetings,
not only to discuss resort-related issues, but also to talk about
what is happening in the surrounding area. The General
Community will maintain its relationships with the local police
and the Guardia Civil, which is essential, as whilst La Manga Club
may be a beautiful, secure oasis, our security team must be aware
of what is going on in the outside world, particularly
any potential threats which may impact on the
well-being of the resort?s residents, visitors and
commercial activity.

improve security. This may involve installing private cameras and
alarm systems, plus locks and security grilles on windows and
doors. Interestingly, properties are often most vulnerable when
owners are in residence, as they relax and forget to close
windows and set their alarms. Ironic, considering they often have
expensive mobiles, laptops, i-pads and cash with
them! Obviously these easily portable, high-value items are very
attractive to thieves, so the same good security habits that
owners and visitors maintain at their other properties should be
observed at La Manga Club.

Resident ial Communit y Securit y
With some forty plus communities on La Manga
Club it is important that they are aware of what
they can do to help the security team, and also to
help protect themselves. Therefore, the General
Community works with the Community Presidents
and their owners to advise on resort-wide security
initiatives and the measures they should take to
promote a security-aware culture.
Personal Securit y.
The General Community encourages all owners to
be responsible for their own security, especially as
it relates to their properties, both when they are in
residence and also when they are away from the
resort. The General Community receives many
requests from individual owners regarding how
they should best protect their properties, and as a
consequence the security team leader makes many
visits and advises on whatever needs to be done to
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Local Aut horit ies.
The General Community is in constant contact with the local
council in nearby Cartagena. As a result, it regularly liaises with
them regarding the information it receives from policing
organisations about the different problems that might affect the
resort, including potential natural disasters, such as floods, fires
and landslides, so that the correct protocols to deal with these
are in place.
Fires
The General Community has its own fire truck.
However, owners should know that it only
deals with small fires and that larger blazes are
contained until the local fire brigade arrives.
Golf Buggies.
Visitors come to La Manga Club to enjoy
themselves and in doing so sometimes forget
that the resort?s public roads are under the
control of the local police and subject to the
same laws that apply in the surrounding area. In
this context golf buggies, the majority of which
are not public road legal, which are not used for
their intended purpose, but treated as a form
of personal transport around the resort (often
driven by under-age, unlicensed drivers) are a
constant source of concern. Please be aware
that if stopped by the police and the buggy is
unlicensed and/or the driver under-age, serious
consequences may follow.
To help protect under-age drivers from
themselves, the General Community has a
procedure in place whereby if a young person is
seen driving a buggy they are stopped by our
security guards and advised not do so. If the
youngster involved doesn?t take notice of this
advice, the security team leader will identify and
talk to their parents. If this does not solve the
problem, the General Community, reluctantly,
will involve the local police, which could mean
prosecution and a large fine. To repeat, the vast majority of
buggies on the resort are illegal. So, please be sensible regarding
when, how and by whom they are driven, and remember that
whilst there?s never been a buggy-related fatality at La Manga
Club, this is no guarantee for the future.
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Bars and Rest aurant s.
Over the last four years the General Community has worked very
closely with the on-resort bar and restaurant owners, so as to
ensure that Owners and visitors may enjoy themselves, in a safe
environment, whilst at the same time being respectful of other
people and mindful of the security issues that affect the world in
which we all live, even a beautiful resort like La Manga Club.
.

Says, Ian Hunt, ?Last year I ?m proud to say that
due to the hard work and vigilance of our guards
there was only one attempted false entr y across the
entire resor t. This outstanding result is evidence
that my reason for choosing to buy and live at La
Manga Club, namely that it is one of the safest
urbanisations in the whole of Spain, still applies
twenty-three years later . So, be confident about
visiting, living and buying proper ty at the resor t,
and enjoy your time in the sun.?
In conclusion, given the importance of security to life around the
resort, the security budget is the General Community?s single
largest item of annual expenditure. This is as it should be, as 24/7
resort wide security gives potential investors the peace of mind
they are looking for when they consider buying at the resort.
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BUYI NG OVERSEAS
PROPERTI ES - CAN
YOU GET A RETURN
ON YOUR
I NVESTMENT?

.

The t erm get t ing a ret urn on your invest ment is widely used,
especially when purchasing a propert y. This is part icularly t rue
when buying a propert y abroad, as ideally everyone want s t o
buy a holiday home t hat not only gives us t he opport unit y t o
have endless holidays in t he sun, but also want a propert y t hat is
ult imat ely going t o give us t hat good old ret urn on invest ment ,
or ROI in financial speak.

What is the definition of the term return on investment? Return
on investment (ROI) measures the gain, or loss generated on
an investment relative to the amount of money invested. ROI is
usually expressed as a percentage figure and is typically used
relative to personal and corporate financial decisions, so as to
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compare their profitability, or to assess the efficiency of
different investments types and scenarios.
.

"So, instead of using statistical infor mation on
whether La Manga Club resor t has offered a good
retur n on investment, I thought I ?d go one better
and give you some real hard facts on the subject.
Facts that can be substantiated and will prove the
case one way, or the other ." says Graham Pullan.
As a subject for a return on investment case study, for a number
of important factors, I have chosen the popular community of Los
Olivos, which is situated in the centre of the resort opposite the
Tennis Centre.
Firstly, my company, Resort Properties, were involved in the
building and exclusive selling of the community over seventeen
years ago.
Secondly, over the same period Resort have managed the
majority of the apartments on behalf of the owners. Lastly we

have rented a large percentage of the apartments over that
seventeen year period, meaning that we have all of the real and
factual information on record and therefore don?t have to rely on
any other sources of information.
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Case St udy: Los Olivos ? The community consists
of 102 superbly appointed two and three bedroom
apartments, offering the ultimate in luxury and
elegance. Los Olivos is one of the most centrally
located communities, just a short walk to the
Tennis Centre and Las Sabinas commercial centre.
All of the apartments feature two luxurious
bathrooms, a spacious lounge and dining area, fully
fitted kitchens and large private terrace, with
built-in barbecues. Set within a hill side in their own
beautifully landscaped gardens, all the apartments
have spectacular panoramic views over the South
Golf Course and the Mar Menor. For the exclusive
use of owners and guests there are two
magnificent outdoor pools and also an indoor
heated pool and Jacuzzi complex.
The apartments were built in circa 2000 and for
this example I have chosen a penthouse, looking at
the selling price off plan in 2000 and the current
selling price of an actual apartment on Los Olivos.
Please note at the time of selling the apartments
the euro wasn?t in existence so pesetas applied.
Therefore, I have applied an appropriate rate to
convert the figures into euros.

The Los Olivos communit y, which overlooks t he La Manga Club,
Tennis Cent re and t he Mar Menor sea beyond.

Type

Price in 2000 (?)

Selling price in 2017 (?)

Difference (?)

Percentage %

Penthouse

180,000

437,000

257,000

143

Los Olivos Pent house
The above figures evidence that during the past seventeen years
a Los Olivos two bedroom penthouse apartment has achieved a
growth rate of nearly two and half times the original investment,
or in other words, a substantial 143% increase. Particularly
impressive when one bears in mind that this period includes the
now infamous and protracted global recession between 2008 2012/13, during which time property in general showed either
zero growth at best, or in most cases, significant negative growth.
In fact, what makes these figures even more extraordinary is that
if one compares the figures for an average house in the United
Kingdom over the same period, they virtually mirror the levels of
growth achieved in Spain. The percentage figures being 144% in
the UK, as contrasted to 143% at the La Manga Club resort.
-

Below & right: Internal views of a Los Olivos, 2 bedroom, penthouse apartment.
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The properties are situated
in the very heart of the
resort and are within easy
walking distance of many
bars, restaurants, banks,
supermarkets,
shops,
petrol station, sporting
facilities and the post
office.
The villas are built to the
highest possible standards,
with first-class quality
materials and finishing?s
throughout.
All three villas have their
own private plots, with a a
fabulous swimming pool, 3
bedrooms with en-suite
bathrooms and also large
basements.
Each villa is priced at
?650,000 and comes with
an exclusive offer of free
management for the first
year, together with a 3
year guaranteed rental
income
arrangement,
through Resort Sales and
Management.

Art ist s impression

So the big question is, can
La Manga Club continue to
deliver such consistent and
incredible
growth
on
property values? I think the
answer is a resounding yes!

Invest ment Opport unit ies at La Manga Club resort
There are many re-sales on La Manga Club, as well as new-build
alternatives, which offer the same potential for growth One such
opportunity is a new-build project in an exclusive, and very
unique development, which consists of just three individual villas.

Art ist s impression
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Graham Pullan, the author of this article is CEO of
Resort Worldwide Properties and an expert in on
international property markets, especially the La
Manga Club resort in southern Spain.

Art ist s impression
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TI MESHARE
At La Manga Club t here are t wo very different t ypes of
t imeshare product s, bot h adapt ing t o t he fast developing
indust ry, which has now different iat ed it self from t he poor
image t hat early t imeshare salesmen, mainly in ?Canary Islands
and on t he Cost as?, creat ed for t he sect or.
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The Peninsular Club is a business owned by Inmogolf, and was
part of the original Las Lomas complex, which was built in 1987. It
has undergone several changes over the years, moving from being
an Aparthotel to providing accommodation linked to sports
breaks such as cricket, golf, or football. However, it still retains
individual Members´ Weeks, which can be purchased and leased
until 2040.

Above: La Quinta Club properties on the hillside adjacent to the clubhouse.
-

"Founded in 1986, La Quinta Club celebrated its
30th Anniversar y last year and has recently
implemented sweeping changes that prepare it for
the next thir ty years (at least)." says Les Polden.
The Peninsular Club and it s pool.

La Quinta is a private members´club set in the heart of La Manga
Club and is just five minutes from The Tennis Centre, football and
cricket pitches and ten minutes from the resort?s Championship
golf courses.
Much like a golf club, La Quinta
members are shareholders and have a
full say in the running of their Club,
decisions being implemented by an
elected committee. They also have a
share in the equity should La Quinta
be sold and each full member has a
lease, which lasts until 2064.
It was recently decided to introduce
two variations to this system.
First, members who wish to terminate
their lease can do so by giving three
years notice, during which time they
can still take their holidays at the
resort.

La Quint a Club pool and clubhouse
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Second, La Quinta has introduced a
Fixed-Term 4 year Membership,
which is proving to be very popular
with long-time La Manga Club
residents, who are looking to
downsize, but wish to retain a
foothold in the resort and also to
maintain their discounted sports
rights during their allocated weeks.
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School to supplement their existing staff. They are Emilio Lozano
and Ismael Amezcua, who both specialise in evening dining. Their
gourmet evening meals are already getting rave reviews.
More importantly the Club has opened the lunch and evening
dining to the public (previously it was members only).
With all this concentration on the bar and restaurant the 46 villas
and other amenities have not been forgotten. This year sees new
wet rooms introduced for some villas, soft furnishings have been
renewed through-out and the children?s play area has been
renewed.

La Quint a Club's Solana rest aurant

Weeks are purchased by season, rather than specific calendar
weeks, thus members do not have to have the same weeks every
year and can vary from Spring, to Autumn, or Easter, to High
Summer. Many owners have weeks in different seasons so that
they can take advantage of the
unique benefits offered by La
Quinta Club at different times
of the year.
In 2014 the terrace, which
overlooks the swimming pool,
was re-designed and now seats
approximately 70 people for
lunch, or alfresco dining.

So you see, La Manga Club is a long way from the old image of
seedy salesmen and saleswomen, aggressively targeting
holidaymakers, as they strolled the beaches of the Balearic
Islands. It now has a product that is fit for purpose for the next
fifty years, with a facility that enables clients to exit at any time,
or indeed only sign up for a fixed-term.
La Quinta Club looks forward to welcoming you, for a drink,
lunch, or dinner, in the not too distant future.

La Quint a Club's
gardens & t errrace.

In 2015 La Quinta bought the
freehold of the La Solana
restaurant and completely
transformed it by refurbishing
the kitchen, restaurant and bar.
Much attention has been paid
to detail, especially with regard
to facilities for disabled clients.
This includes disabled access to
the bar via full width sliding
entrance doors, disabled toilets
and a wheelchair lift leading to
the dining area.
In addition to this La Quinta
Club introduced two new chefs
from the Cartagena Hostelry

La Quint a Club resident ial propert ies
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GREAT SOLUTIONS
FOR LI VI NG I N
LATER YEARS
_

La Manga Club offers a great locat ion, a secluded environment ,
sport s and leisure act ivit ies, and a social life t hat creat es a real
sense of communit y, one t hat is unique t o t he resort . Last ing
friendships t hat grow over years, or even decades, social
int eract ions founded on common int erest s and life st ages, and a
shared feeling of belonging t o t he communit y, are all part of t he
La Manga Club experience. This social cohesion, mut ual support
and sense of communit y const it ut e t he very essence of t he
resort ?s lifest yle.

decision to make, and the first part of planning for the change is
to become aware of the various possibilities.
La Manga Club offers an extensive
portfolio of properties in all shapes and
sizes. Many long-term owners and
residents call the resort their home, the
place where their personal relationships
are focused, where they foster
long-lasting friendships, and where they
take part in the active social life of the
community.
The
greatest
fears
expressed by those facing the
challenges of old age are moving out of
their long-time home, leaving their
community and losing their social life.
For many, moving back to their home
country or to a nursing home is not a
favoured option and hence it?s only
considered with great reluctance.
However, assisted living options grow
and evolve every year, and when your
home becomes too big to cope with, or
your property becomes unsuitable for
your personal circumstances, such as
the loss of a partner, health conditions
or
mobility
requirements,
then
downsizing to a smaller property, or
living with a carer, friend or family
member are all worth considering.

Art ist s impression

Above: The planned La Manzana cohousing development which will be located by
the new Los Acacias community on the edge of La Manga Club's West course.
-

This very special environment, combined with the sunny climate,
first-class healthcare and low-stress lifestyle, make it a lot easier
to mitigate the effects of time, which is why for good reason the
resort has held its position as the ultimate luxury retirement
location in Spain for over four decades.
Although we may joke about getting older, very few of us actually
plan on it happening. Unfortunately, wisdom isn't the only thing
that age brings. The very nature of growing old means that
circumstances change and new challenges arise. Some of these
can make it difficult, if not impossible, to stay in a cherished home.
Mastering these challenges is what keeps us young and vital, and
as with many things in life, things usually go more smoothly when
they are planned for. Perhaps one of the most difficult challenges
a person La
faces
is knowing where to move to. It?s not an easy
Quint a Club propert ies

Sharing a living space with another person, or group of people,
with similar needs and interests, and a shared outlook on life, has
been shown to have a hugely positive impact on happiness
overall health and even life expectancy. The trend towards shared
living spaces, resources and everyday activities, cohousing as it is
known, with like-minded people, is booming. Mastering
challenges with the help of others keeps us young and alive, and
life is simply easier when you?re surrounded by those you feel
most connected to.
That sense of social cohesion and mutual support, that feeling of
connectedness and community spirit are at the very heart of the
La Manga Club lifestyle. This offers the opportunity to grow old
with dignity, in a strong and established community that provides
the necessary support network for dealing with the challenges
that age brings, all without having to leave the resort!

The La Quint a Club clubhouse and pool.
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BUYI NG A DREAM
PROPERTY I N SPAI N
Buying a propert y in Spain requires a comprehensive and
det ailed underst anding of t he legal issues involved.
The ownership of a property in Spain is governed by the Spanish
Civil Code, a system of land transfer which is both simple and
efficient, as well as secure. The Spanish legal system for property
ownership is based on the registration of the Title at the Land
Registry. Any plot of land, individual villa or apartment will be
individually registered, and a full history of the property is kept.
This includes possible mortgages, or charges.
However, there are some other encumbrances or liabilities, which
any property purchased might be affected by, such as outstanding
community fees, or utilities bills, and they are not registered at
the Land Registry, as well as some restrictions, such as the ones
related to the Coast Law. Also, it is very important to investigate
the Urbanistic conditions on the property, as well possible
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1. The offer is made
and accepted by the
vendor. The purchase
contract is signed, and
the deposit is paid,
which
will
be
non-refundable,
unless the vendor is
unable to complete.
2. The property is
taken off the market
and an inventory of
items to be included in
the sale, or purchase,
produced.
3. Power of Attorney
will have to be signed
in favour of your
lawyer, so that the Tax
Identification Number
(?NIE?)
may
be
obtained.

Above: Angel Morenilla, CEO,
MSB - Morenilla Abogados

4. Your lawyer will proceed with
the required due diligence on the
property to be purchased.
5. Payment of the balance of the
purchase price will be made, when
the Purchase Deed ('Escritura?) is
being signed before a Public
Notary.
Purchase Cost s:
The purchase costs are slightly
different depending on if you buy a
new, or a second-hand property.
Also the taxes may change from
one region to another in Spain,
except the VAT, which is always
10%. We will use as an example
the tax rate for the region of
Murcia for the year 2017:
New propert y: 10% VAT, and 2 %
Stamp Duty Tax.
Second-hand propert y: 8% Stamp
Duty Tax.

restrictions on intended future building works. Your lawyer will
be able to assist you in this area, and carry out a full due diligence.
In Spain all property is sold freehold, even in the case of
apartments, or properties built with communal elements (such as
pools or gardens), although the Horizontal Property Act, as well
as the Community Bye Laws do contain the basic rules for any
community of owners.

In addition to the Purchase Tax,
you will have to pay an amount of
approximately 2% in respect of
Notary, Registry and Legal Fees,
making approximately 10% of the purchase price the total of
purchase costs for a second-hand property, and a total of 14% Iin
the case of a new property.
Annual Spanish Taxes for Non-Resident s:
It is advisable for all individuals named on an Escritura (Title
Deed) to appoint a Fiscal Representative in order to comply with
Spanish Law, thus avoiding the inconvenience of trying to find out
every change of the legislation themselves.

If you find a property which you would like to buy, normally via an
estate agent, the subsequent steps to be taken are as follows:
The La Quint a Club clubhouse and pool.
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There are two basic taxes payable by every non-resident owner:
Local Rat es - Cont ribucion Urbana (IBI)
This is a Municipal Tax equivalent to the 'Council Tax' in other
countries. It has to be paid to the Town Hall annually and it is
based on the Catastral Value of the property (set by the Town
Hall). The amount to be paid is approximately 0.78% of this
value.
Annual Tax for Non-resident s
You are liable to declare this tax if the following conditions
apply:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
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following year; i.e. you rent the property through a company for 3
months in 2016. From February 2017 on, you will be able to claim
the extra monies paid.
Wealt h Tax for Non-Resident s
-

-

Due to the public deficit, the Government has
re-established this tax for fiscal years 2011 to 2017 with
some limits:
Spanish assets valued at more than 700.000? minus
deductions.
Spanish assets valued at more than 2.000.000? without
deductions.

You own a property in Spain.
You do not reside in Spain.
The property is for personal or
family use and you do not rent it
out.
You rent it out occasionally. Then
the days the property is let will be
deducted from the general
calculation.
If the property is rented for the
whole year there is no need to
submit the annual tax, i.e. you let
the property for 30 days, the
annual tax will be calculated
based only on 335 days, instead
of 365.

Tax base: 2% of the Catastral Value of the
property.
Tax rat e: 19%
It is important to note that in Spain the
fiscal year is equal to the calendar year.
Special Taxes
1. Rent al Income Tax.
The letting of property is declared
quarterly and the tax due depends on the
income obtained from the rental.
Only European citizens are able to deduct expenses against the
gross income and it is necessary to provide a Certificate of Fiscal
Residence to the tax authorities in order to prove their
citizenship of the EU

Nevertheless, each region is entitled to reduce the Wealth Tax
rate and even to approve an exemption. Therefore, depending on
where the property is located, the owner may or may not pay the
Wealth Tax.
It is expected that this tax will be abolished for 2018.

1.1 Tax Base and Rat e ? EU Cit izens
-

Tax Base: Net Incomes
Tax Rate: 19%

1.2 Tax Base and Rat e ? Rest of Taxpayers
Tax Base: Gross Income
Tax Rat e: 24%
If the property is rented through a company, they will hold the
rental tax based on the gross income and will pay it to the Tax
Office on your behalf as a payment-on-account.
You will be able to claim the extra monies paid in retentions using
the property costs to reduce the tax liability on the rental
declared.
The period for submission of the claims starts in February The
of the
La Quint a Club clubhouse and pool.
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Corporat ion Tax

deposits, life insurances, dividends or capital gains.

Due when a property is owned by a non-resident company. Since
2013 only companies located in tax havens are obliged to submit
this tax. The tax rate is a 3% of the Catastral Value.

There are some personal allowances applicable to tax payers
depending on their personal circumstances (family members
covered, disabled dependants , medical insurances.etc ..).

W ills in Spain

In any case, if there is an agreement to avoid double taxation
signed between Spain, and the country from where the income
is obtained and where assets are held by the Spanish fiscal
resident, it will be necessary to study whether the deduction of
taxes paid at source relating to the income or gain obtained is
allowed , under that agreement.

You can choose whether to place your Spanish property in your
English will or whether to make two separate wills. Most lawyers
seem to advise the latter, as a will made in Spain can be
implemented immediately following the death of the testator and

The tax liability is calculated according to a
progressive scale rate. The ?general
income base? (which excludes rentals and
interests - known as ?savings base?-) has a
maximum rate of 46,0% applicable over a
sum of net income of 60.000,00 ?. The
?savings base? is taxed at a rate of 19% up
to 6.000,00 ?, 21% on income between
6.001,00 ? up to 44.000,00 ?, and at the
top rate of 23% for income above
50.000,00 ?.
Other taxes and legal
applicable to residents are:

the wishes expressed in the will can be acted upon without delay.
Expense and delay will be avoided because there is no need to go
through the procedure of obtaining a Grant of Probate in
England, having the will and the Grant of Probate translated,
and then sending all of these documents to Spain.
If you make a Spanish will it is important to make it clear that your
Spanish will deals with your Spanish property only, and that your
English will deals with all other property.

formalities

Form 720: Since 2012, residents in Spain
are required to file an information return
on assets outside the Spanish territory.
This is not a new tax but a new information
requirement approved by the Spanish
government within the framework of the
fight against fraud and tax evasion. This
declaration is made during the first three
months of the following year. The law
establishes different groups of assets
which should be reported initially with
values over 50.000 euros, and in
subsequent years if there are changes
in value of over 20.000 euros or a
reduction or encashment over this amount.
Wealt h t ax: This tax started in 1978 as an extraordinary tax on
assets, which was a special measure to force many resident
citizens who had been hiding their wealth, especially properties,
to bring these assets into the open. This tax will not be applicable,
in principal, from the year 2017.

The procedures for ensuring your property in Spain is inherited in
accordance with your wishes are simple and your lawyer in Spain
will assist.
Annual Spanish Taxes for Spanish Tax Resident s:
According to the Spanish Tax Law, persons residents in Spain for
more than 183 days a year are considered fiscally resident in this
country, which carries the obligation to submit an annual tax
return to the Spanish Tax Office.
The tax period for resident tax submissions is from the 1st of May
until the end of June, and refers to the previous fiscal year,
coinciding with the calendar year, January-December.
Spanish fiscal residents are obliged to declare in this country all
their worldwide income and assets: state and private pensions,
movable assets, real estate, rental incomes, bank accounts or
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PICTURE PERFECT
As t he sun rises over Lion Mount ain, t he beaut y of La Manga
Club unfolds. This world-renowned resort nest les against t he
prot ect ion of t he At alayan hills and enjoys fabulous views of t he
Mar Menor st ret ching beyond t he famous golf courses t o t he
sparkling Medit erranean sea. Being t he most mat ure resort in
t he Murcia Region, it boast s a variet y of beaut ifully st yled
propert ies spread across small communit ies, t he colourful flora
and fauna providing a wonderful set t ing for visit ors and
resident s alike.
This resort has something very special and at every turn there is a
delight. The buildings range from pretty apartments and Spanish
style fincas, to grand and impressive villas, with each community
within the resort creating its own style and providing a real
choice for potential buyers.

The Mar Menor (lit t le sea) salt wat er lagoon, t he largest in Europe.

Phot ograph court esy of Ian Hunt

Sampling just a few of the communities, one will find
bougainvillea trailing the walls of the townhouses in Las Brisas,
which sits beside a sprawling natural park, whilst spacious Los
Miradores apartments set into the hills offer the most incredible
views over the resort to the Mar Manor sea beyond. Bellaluz
apartments enjoy a beautiful and lively plaza, filled with cafes,
restaurants, bars and small shops, all sitting just in front of a small
forest which provides beautiful walks for nature lovers.
The Golf Bungalows benefit from impressive views of the golf
courses, trees and the lakes which are regularly frequented by
ducks, swans, parrots and the occasional visiting migratory
hoopoe bird. El Forestal, Viewpoint and Montemares, to the
south, also enjoy wonderful views to the Mar Menor and are just
a short walk from La Cala, a beautiful beach set within an
impressive, rugged coastline.
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The eight individual villas comprising the small community of Las
Reinas overlook the Tennis Centre and Bowling Green, and the
recently built community of Las Mimosas offers the latest in
modern design in the centre of the resort. Individual villas, both
in the heart of the resort and next to the golf courses, have been
carefully designed to blend into the environment where even the
largest properties provide views and privacy without imposing on
others.
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Many of the restaurants have been adapted from traditional
buildings and offer diners a choice of ambient surroundings,
varying from lunch beside a windmill, to an á la carte experience
beside a pool in a Spanish finca.
It is clear that property owners are proud of ?their?La Manga Club
and its seasonal colours, from jacaranda and hibiscus to
bougainvillea and plumbago, in both private and community

The view across t he Sout h course t o t he Miradores communit y

gardens. These make the resort a beautiful place to live in and to
visit. Keen gardeners will love the variety of flora which also
includes palms, succulents and cacti.
Walkers, runners and cyclists can be seen enjoying the tree-lined
streets every morning. The General Community works hard to
ensure that this is a picturesque place to live and stay. Daily road
sweeping and the luxury of a daily garbage collection in the warm
climate, with the opportunity to recycle, both ensure a healthy
and clean environment.
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PICTURE PERFECT

Cart agena harbour, W hale sculpt ure,
Fernando Saenz de Elorriet a.

The population of La Manga Club spans many nationalities, all of
whom have seen good reason to invest and stay in this beautiful
resort and enjoy the many things it has to offer. Just minutes
outside of the resort there is the thriving Spanish village of Los
Belones with its restaurants, shops and fiestas; the local port of
Cabo de Palos; the historic town of Cartagena and easy access to
larger commercial areas and airports all of which provide a
lifestyle that is difficult to beat.

The Peninsular Club and it s pool.
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THE ARTS, DI NI NG
& MUSIC I N MURCI A
-

W hen Robin and Jo Fish ret ired t o La Manga Club over 10 years
ago, t hey had no idea of what a rich life t hey had chosen.
-

?Hardly a week goes by without an exciting event in
our diar y, and I am not refer r ing to yet another
game of golf!?, comments Jo.
They particularly enjoy the region?s music. Cartagena boasts a
state of the art auditorium, where the Murcia orchestra, under
the baton of the talented Virginia Martinez, puts on an annual
series of wonderful classical concerts. Their season ticket this
year set them back just 35 euros each! Not to be missed is the
popular annual New Year´s concert, full of rousing Strauss
waltzes, amongst other favourites. The auditorium also stages
live opera and ballet by various European touring companies,
again, not to be missed.
Domingo from La Scala, and
Jonas Kaufman from Covent
Garden! It is not all classical
music. San Javier hosts its now
famous annual jazz festival each
July, which is staged in an
outdoor amphitheatre. This
year
George
Benson
is
performing, and a few years ago
they saw Jethro Tull. Other
headline acts have included the
likes of Booker T and Eric
Burden, of Green Onions and
Animals fame, respectively.

El Zulo st at ue by Vict or Ochoa next t o t he harbour in Cart agena

For
those
interested
in
flamenco, there is the annual
international flamenco festival
each July, in nearby La Union.
This is essentially a competition,
and there are a number of
smaller events leading up to the
grand finale. Just a word of
warning from Robin and Jo, the
flamenco is mainly singing,
although they have also seen
some brilliant dancing and
guitar playing.

Also in Cartagena, and just 20 minutes drive from the resort, is
the Cine Mandarache, a multiplex which screens live opera and
ballet broadcasts from the famous opera houses around the
world.
For a just few euros its possible to sit in comfort watching a live
performance from Covent Garden, or from Moscow, Paris, La
Scala Milan, and even Madrid, on a stage-sized screen. Robin and
Jo have seen the best singers and dancers in the world,
performing in the best productions. Recently they viewed Placido
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THE ARTS, DI NI NG & MUSIC I N
MURCI A
=

_
=

Life in Spain is punctuated by festivals; they give a rhythm to the
year. Many of them, such as the Three Kings on 6th January, and
Semana Santa, Easter Week, are national festivals marked with
processions in every town. Others are more local. In Cartagena
the processions go down the Calle Major with throngs of people
lining the street, often sitting at bars and restaurant tables. The
Three Kings procession for children, where sweets are thrown
from floats featuring Disney characters, is a particularly special
event for many locals and tourists alike!

more gourmet restaurants. For this one enjoys a three-course
meal with bread, a glass of wine, and coffee. The food is rarely a
downgrade from restaurants?regular menu fare and offers a way
of exploring local restaurants. In Los Belones, the village that
boasts the greatest number of restaurants and bars per head of
population of any pueblo in Spain, we particularly like Casa Rufino
for traditional Spanish fare and lively atmosphere, and Garnacha
for its interesting food and pretty dining room.
The menú del día dates back to a Franco policy, started in the
early 1960s, that required restaurants to offer an affordable and
filling lunch option for the country?s labourers. While many of the
dictator?s other policies have since been overturned, this one has
survived!
For a treat, Cartagena houses
some very fine restaurants such as
La Marquesita and D`Almansa for
special occasions, and the iconic La
Catedral, built into the ruins near
the Roman Theatre. For less formal
dining, but delicious food, there
are numerous tapas bars serving
interesting, and high quality
dishes. It is worth exploring the
smaller streets of Cartagena
where these bars are hidden
away.
This article can never really be
finished. Every year Robin and Jo
discover new things to do and to
see in the region. It is an area rich
in
history,
culture,
good
restaurants, and wonderful music.
The perfect place to retire to.

In keeping with Catholic tradition, Easter Week is a solemn
occasion, but in Spain it is marked with a procession every day
featuring floats of religious scenes telling the story of the
crucifixion. Robin and Jo prefer to go on the Wednesday evening
in Cartagena and are sure to book seats in advance. It is
spectacular, breathtaking to watch, and absorbing. As with most
things Spanish it starts quite late in the evening and goes on into
the early hours, but is well worth a late night.
The main local festival is the week-long celebration of the
Romans vs Carthaginians in September. There is a lot of
dressing-up, and also street parties to enjoy. As the title suggests,
this festival marks the history of Cartagena, and includes
enactments of battles, all in good fun.
The history of Cartagena is fascinating. It was a Roman city and
Hannibal did start out from here with his elephants! The
authorities spend money on their heritage. The Roman Theatre,
one of the best preserved in the world, and the Roman Baths are
well worth a visit, as is the Civil War museum and the naval
museum, amongst others. There is one day a year when entrance
to all the museums is free, another date for the diary! Cartagena
is fast becoming a popular stopping point for cruise ships, and it is
not difficult to see why.
Along with many people in La Manga Club, Robin and Jo enjoy
food and like eating out. One of the best ways to taste some of
Spain?s finest gastronomy for a more than reasonable price is the
menú del día (daily menu), a fixed-price weekday lunch available
at most local restaurants for around 12?. It can even be 20? in

The La Quint a Club clubhouse and pool.
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ROMAN THEATRE,
CARTAGENA
-

The Roman Theat re of Cart agena was
discovered purely by chance in 1988
during t he excavat ion of foundat ions for
t he building of a new Regional Craft
Cent re, sit uat ed on a sit e previously
occupied by t he house of Francisca Tacón y
Adie, Count ess of Peralt a. For hist ory
lovers a visit is an excellent way t o spend
t ime.

elements. During the Spanish Civil War the church was attacked
and on the 25 July 1936 its contents were badly damaged.
In1939 it was bombed and has remained abandoned ever since.
It was under the Old Cathedral where the Roman Theatre?s ruins
were found, including an access point to the theatre. It is certain
that materials from the theatre were reused in the building of the

The Roman t heat re, which dat es t o t he first cent ury BC

The subsequent excavation work was slow
and difficult, principally because of the
various developments on the site which had
occurred through the centuries. A
fishermen?s neighbourhood and market had
been built over the Roman Theatre in the
third century AD, but abandoned around
425 AD. A Byzantine market quarter then
followed in the sixth century AD and finally
the old Cathedral was built there in the
13th century.
The old Cathedral underwent major works
during the last century. These were carried
out by the architect Victor Beltrí in
Romanesque
style
with
modernist

The ruins of t he t heat re's st age.

Cathedral. The inscription with the name Gallus Paetus, which
can be seen on the walls of the cathedral are proof of this.
Moreover, inside the cathedral there are two columns named
?Pretoriana?and ?de los Mártires?. These were thought to be part
of the theatre amphitheatre and this was confirmed when the
ruins were excavated.
Dating back to the first century BC, the theatre was built by the
Emperor Augustus and was dedicated to his grandsons, Lucius
and Gaius, as reflected in the inscriptions found during the
excavations. The cavea, with a capacity of 7,000 spectators, was
split into three areas. The ima (lower stands), and the media and
the suma cavea (middle and upper stands). The ima cavea were
occupied by the city?s wealthy people, in the media cavea the
bourgeoisie would sit, and the summa cavea were occupied by
farmers and women. The latter were not yet allowed to sit next to
their husbands! Access was through two passages, which were
approximately 8.85 ft wide, presided over by the Lucius' and
Gaius' inscriptions, so that no-one entering the theatre would be
in any doubt as to who had built it, and to whom it was dedicated.
Materials used were diverse: marble from Carrara brought
directly from the Emperor?s workshop, red traventine from Mula,
limestone from the Gordo hillock in Torre Pacheco and tabaire ? a
yellow coloured stone typical of Cartagena - extracted from the
city?s quarries. The stage was presided over by a façade just like
other Roman theatres, such as the one in Mérida, from which
several original capitals have been restored.
The archaeological excavations and the restorations were
completed in 2003, and in 2008 the Roman Theatre Museum,
designed by Rafael Moneo, a famous Spanish architect, was
opened to the public
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CABO DE PALOS
LIGHTHOUSE
The Cabo de Palos light house, which faces due east , was
originally built t o house t he school of ?Escuela de Torreros?. It is
sit uat ed on t he highest point of t he cape, where a wat ch t ower
was built in t he 15t h cent ury t o help prot ect against Barbary
pirat es. The t ower was part of a defence syst em covering t he
ent ire Murcian coast and at t ribut ed t o King Felipe II. The
original t ower was dest royed in 1861, aft er which t he idea of
building a light house, as a replacement , was suggest ed. The
subsequent const ruct ion project was co-ordinat ed by t he
engineer Leonardo de Tejada and t he light house ( El Faro) began
operat ing on t he 31st January, 1865.
If we were to travel back to Roman times we would know that
?palus?means lagoon in Latin, hence the name of this geographical
feature, i.e. ?Cape of the Lagoon?, a clear reference to the Mar
Menor. We should also be aware that some historians referred to
the location as Saturn?s promontory. Saturn, as is well known, was
the Roman god of agriculture and harvest.

amount of 1,329,802.63 reales (a real was the unit of currency in
Spain at that time) after a public auction to fund the build.
The need for a lighthouse was urgent due to the immediate
proximity of the Islas Hormigas rocks, which were unknown by
many mariners and which constituted a very real threat to
shipping. In fact, several shipwrecks had previously occurred

The neoclassical Cabo de Palos light house,
which was built in 1864 and st art ed working in 1865.

If we take a leap forward in time and travel to 1852, the local
newspaper, curiously named ?El Faro Cartaginés?, stated that the
civil engineer, Mr. Castro had produced a map designating where
the lighthouse would be built. Despite this, more than a decade
would pass before the foundation works were put out to tender
and construction started.
At this time, the newspaper ?La Correspondencia de España?
announced that the lighthouse project had been awarded the
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there and even after the construction of the Cabo de Palos
lighthouse, more shipwrecks would be reported. Some of the
more famous shipwrecks are those of the Italian steamboat ?Nord
América?, which sank in 1883 and the steamboat ?Sirio?, of the
same nationality. The latter sank in 1906, an incident in which
more than 500 people lost their lives. In both cases, the
consequences would had been much worse if the fishermen and
the lighthouse keeper of the day had failed to act as quickly as
they did.
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A wreck and rescue station and a telegraph station quickly
became important additions. The former was opened in 1885
and consisted of a lifeboat and a slipway trolley, located at a
building sited at the most visible point of the cape. The telegraph
station opened in 1913 and was located on the southern part of
the road leading to the lighthouse. The development was carried
out by a company called ?Compañía Nacional de Telegrafía sin
Hilos?and its construction was directed by the French engineer H.
Sauvé. The 75m aerial took nine days to be installed.
Due to its importance, Cabo de Palos was one of the three
lighthouses in Spain which had to be turned on fifteen minutes
before sunset, and not fifteen minutes afterwards like all the
other lighthouses in the country. It?s also worth mentioning the
personnel, who consisted of a lighthouse keeper, technician,
electrician and a sailor, and who were jointly responsible for the
proper operation of the lighthouse.
As for the light itself, during its earlier years olive oil was used as
the energy source and only seventy plus years later did
electricity reach Cabo de Palos and the lighthouse. You don?t have
to wait so long!
Th e ligh t h ou se
in t h e lat e t w en t ies

Cabo de Palos light house.

The Peninsular Club and it s pool.
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CALABLANQUE
REGIONAL PARK

many rare plants, birds and wildlife to see. These are the primary
reason why the Park was declared a protected area in1987, and a
nature reserve in 1992.
Beside the beaches, the Rasall salt flats and the extraordinary
environmental value of the fossil dunes deserve particular
attention and are well worth a visit, as are the nearby ?del Horno?
and ?de la Fuente?hills.
On the salt flats, there is a dedicated
bird observatory from which,
depending on the season, people may
see flamingos, black-winged stilts,
pied avocets and many other species
of migratory birds.
Regarding the vegetation, there are
juniper bushes, Mediterranean dwarf
palms and Aleppo pines, the latter
providing shade for people who
decide to walk up the la Fuente
hillock. From the top of the hillock the
360 degree views are breath-taking,
with the Mar Menor, La Manga strip
and Cabo de Palos all being clearly
visible.
A brief word of warning though.
Please take care when swimming, as
the currents off the Calblanque
beaches can be quite strong. It is
best not to stray too far from the
shore and children should be
supervised at all times.
So, that?s Calblanque Regional Park, a
must-see for nature lovers and
holidaymakers alike. Enjoy!

Locat ed just a short drive away from La Manga Club, Calblanque
Regional Park, wit h it s unspoilt beaches, sandbanks, cliffs and
salt flat s, is t he perfect place for a great , back t o nat ure, day out .
To get there, turn right on leaving the resort and drive toward Los
Belones. At the roundabout turn right down the RM-12
dual-carriageway in the direction of Cabo de Palos. After 3/4
kilometres take the right exit to Calblanque. Follow the signs to
the Information Centre, where the friendly staff will give good
and comprehensive advice, which enables visitors to make the
most of their visit to the Regional Park!
Once briefed, drive to the covered parking area. Please make sure
cars are securely locked and any valuables placed in the boot.
Then take the walkway, which leads down to the beaches and
coastal area. Please remember the Park has no facilities, other
than toilets, and also to take a packed lunch and drinks.
With 13 kilometres of coastline, the Park boasts some excellent
beaches, such as ?de las Cañas?, ?Negrete?, and ?Parreño?
beaches. ?Negrete?refers to the nearby Cabo Negrete where a
coastal gun battery to protect Cartagena?s naval base was built in
1928. 'Parreño? beach, where the water quality is usually
outstanding, is the favourite beach of many of the thousands of
people who visit the park every year, particularly in the hot
summer months.
Not unsurprisingly,
with 2400 hectares of unspoilt land, there are
La Quint a Club propert ies
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LA MANGA CLUB
MEDICAL SERVICES
W hen visit ing a foreign count ry, medical care is always a
concern, and Spain is no different . However, visit ors t o La
Manga Club can have peace of mind, in t hat medical services are
available on t he resort .

General Community. They are self-employed and a charge will be
made for each consultation, payable to the doctor. Should a
prescription be needed there is a pharmacy at Bellaluz. There will
be a charge to fill the prescription. If blood or urine tests are
required they would be done at the pharmacy opposite the
garage and would incur a cost.
Should referral for specialist care be required a private referral
can be made to a consultant in Cartagena. In an emergency a
direct referral may be made to the local hospital.
Outside of clinic hours one of the doctors is on call and is
permanently available for telephone advice, or home visits, via
the La Manga Club switchboard.
In the case of life threatening events, call 112. The operators
speak English and five other languages. Should the situation be
assessed as an emergency an ambulance would be dispatched
with a doctor and paramedic. This may take 20 minutes. In less
urgent situations, the doctor could do a home visit, or the patient
could be taken to hospital
by car, or taxi.

Owners and visitors are able to consult a general practitioner at
the Medical Centre at Las Sabinas Commercial Centre, which is
opposite the offices of MSB. Dr. Eduardo Borgoños consults from
09.30am to 13.00am, and Dr. Spencer from 17.00am to 20.00am,
Monday to Friday. A Saturday morning clinic operates in the
summer months. There is no appointment system, but waiting is
unusual except in high-season. If you require a chaperone, please
take someone with you, there is neither a nurse, nor a secretary.
Both doctors are fluent in English and Spanish.The clinic is well
equipped, an ECG and defibrillator are available.The doctors can
suture lacerations and dress wounds.
The service is a private one and the doctors are not part of the
Spanish Health Service, or employed by the La Manga Club,

The doctors also provide a
Wellman/Woman service.
This must be booked in
advance and takes 50
minutes.
A
detailed
medical history is taken.
Examination
of
blood
pressure, heart, lungs,
abdomen and nervous
system are performed.
Vision and hearing are
tested and an ECG
performed. The cost is 75?.
A full range of blood tests
will be taken at the
pharmacy and costs 80?
to100?. A return visit to
the doctor to discuss the
blood results is included in
the 75? cost.
The clinic facilities are
provided by La Manga Club
General Community (who
are the representative
body of property owners at
Dr. Eduardo Borgoños
the resort) and supervised
by the Medical Advisory
Group. No dental service is
provided, but a list of dentists is available at the General
Community office.
There is a Spanish Health Service practice in Los Belones for
those with an EHIC card and consultations are free in an
emergency. The doctor does not speak English. You will need an
interpreter. Excellent hospitals are available in nearby Cartagena
and Murcia.
A list of consultation costs, as well as full details of the 112
emergency service and information about the EHIC Card, are
available on the La Manga Club Owners website >
www.lamangaclubowners.com

Dr. Spencer Crozier
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Please stay healthy and enjoy your visit to La Manga Club.
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